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ABSTRAcr

Tnere nave been consistent findings in first language

research that category exemp~ars which are seen as more

typical - better examples of a category - playa special

role in many facets of language development and use. The

present research was undertaken to extend these findings to

the field of foreign language learning. Specifically, two

main questions were addressed. 1) Does the model ot

categories currently used to describe western cultures apply

also to a non-western culture? 2) Are the results of

English as a foreign language (EFL) proficiency assessmenc

infl uenced by the typicality (as perceived by the members of

the testees' cuLt ur e) of the category examples used in cne

assessment instruments?

To answer the first question, two casks -- a category

elicitation task and a typicality rating task. -- were

administered to Japanese elementary school children in

Japan. The chil dren found tne tasks meaningf ul, and 'there

was consistency among their responses on bo cn tasks,

supporting the notion that the typicality dimension of toe

category model may be universal.

SUbsequently, a test of Englisn proficiency was

constructed using items containing category memoers jUdged

either typical or atypical Oy the eleme~r~=l school
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children. As anticipate~ the Japanese nigh school studen~s

who took the test performed significantly De~ter on tne

items containing the typical exemplars. However, tile mean

difference Detween ehe item types was small.

An additional study was conduc~ed to inves~iga~e tne

possibility that differences in typicality perceptions

oetween the elementary and the high school az ude nn s could

have influenced the magnitude of toe typicality effec~.

Upon comparison of the typicality Judgments of bOth groups,

it was found that although tne relative rankings of category

exemplars were closely related across ~he age groups, in

general the older students sawall the exemplars as more

typical. It is proposed therefore that ~he typicality effect

would be even stronger at lower grades.

Finally, existing Japanese EFL materials were examined

to determine the extent to wnich tney reflect Japanese

typicality perceptions. It was found that the mace r Lal s do

not systematically present typical exemplars, but instead

adhere more closely to American frequency norms for wri~ten

English.

Based on the results of these studies, it is sugges~ed

that inclusion of typical category exemplars in foreign

language materials would be facilitative of not only more

accurace assessment of pr oficiency, but perhaps of ini tial

vi



acquisition of tne language as well. Further, it. is

proposed tnat iuture investigations int.o tne role oi

typicality be expanded to include a wide range oi aspects of

foreign language acquisition and use.
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INTRODOCTI ON

The current model of how people organize the objects in

their world into categories (Rosch, 1978) has been

investigated in relation to a number of cognitive processes,

primarily through tasks related to memory. Most of these

studies have been done in the United States, and of those

studies looking into language related issues, all have been

done in relation to the subjects' native language.

In Chapter 1 Rosch's category model is described, and

studies applying this model to a variety of cognitive

processes are briefly reviewed. The consistent finding of

this research has been that category exemplars which are

seen as more typical -- that is, better examples of the

category -- facilitate learning and performance on a wide

range of cognitive tasks. It is further noted that

typicality seems to play an important role in first language

acquisition and use.

It is proposed that these findings are particularly

relevant to the field of foreign language acquisi ti on. In

learning or using a foreign language one must, of course,

start with one's own, culturally determined, category

concepts. In addition, one must accomodate to the fact that

the language studied represents the world as segmented and

labeled by native speakers of that language. ~~ere there is
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have particular impact on the assessment of foreign language

proficiency, especially in tests of syntax and reading

comprehension. In creating test items, test developers do

not usually take into account the typicality of the category

exemplars they use. They are more likely to be concerned

with the frequency of the words, or they may choose words

randomly from among those in the students' texts.

Generally, their attention is focussed on the syntactic

feature being tested, or on the overall passage content.

Chapter 2 addresses the question of the applicability

of Rosch's category model to a non-western society (Japan),

one in which English is studied as a foreign language. In

this study two categorization tasks -- an elicitation task

and a typicality rating task -- were administered to

Japanese elementary school students in Japan.

The remaining chapters describe studies undertaken to

determine if in fact the dimension of typicality plays a

role in foreign language (FL) assessment. In Chapter 3,

aspects of schema theory which help to integrate the

typicality model with comprehension of language are

reviewed, and the discussion is extended to include a
.

theoretical basis for expecting typicality to influence

performance on foreign language tasks. No previous studies

have been done which specifically addressed the value of

using native perceptions of typicality in the design of FL
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materials. However, related work is r av i ev e d which lends

support to the notion that typicality does playa role in

foreign language performance.

Chapter 4 presents a study addressing the hypothesis

that performance on a test of English as a foreign language

(EFL) competency will be facilitated by items containing

typical categoIY exemplars. Japanese high school students in

five schools in Japan were administered a test of EFL syntax

and reading comprehension containing matched items which

used either highly typical or atypical category members, a~

judged by the Japanese students in the previous study.

Finally, to gain further insight into the results of

the assessment study, Chapter 5 presents two studies which

further explore the role of typicality in Japanese students·

performance in EFL. The first investigates the degree of

change in the pe r cept i on of ty pi cal i ty between the

elementary and the high school students, and the possible

implications of any differences. Finally,.an analysis is

presented of EFL teaching materials currently in use in

Japan, exploring the extent to which they reflect the

typicali ty perceptions of Japanese learners.
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CHAPTER I

A MODEL OF CATEGORIZATION AND TYPICALITY

Vast numbers of people around the world are engaged in

the study of foreign languages. In Japan, Taiwan, and .south

Korea, for example, the study of English is mandatory for

all junior and senior high school students, and in some

European nations foreign languages are studied intensively

from the early elementary grades. It is not surprising

then, that a wide range of materials and methods for foreign

language (FL) instruction and assessment are cur rently

available.

However, the development of existing materials and

methods for FL instruction has generally not taken into

account the potential impact of specific aspects of the

materials which may relate to cognitive, as well as

linguistic performance. In this chapter, it is proposed

that the findings of studies delineating the role that

typicality plays in a variety of cognitive processes, are of

great relevance to our understanding of what influences

performance on FL task~. Those principles of categorization

relevant to the typicality effect will be briefly described,

and research which has applied these principles to learning

and first language development will be reviewed.
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The Dimensims of Categorizatim

On those remote pages it is written that animals are
divided into (a) th ose that belong to the Emperor, (b)
embalmed ones, (c) those that are trained, (d) suckling
pigs, (e) me rmaids, (f) f abul ous ones, (g) st ray dogs,
(h) those that are included in this classification, (i)
those that tremble as if they were mad, (j) innumerable
ones, (k) those drawn with a very fine camel's hair
brush, (1) others, (m) those that have just broken a
flower vase, (n) those that resemble flies from a
di stance (Borges, 1964, p, 103).

For quite some time psychologists have been studying

the process of categorization and its relation to learning

and language. Interest in the myriad, seemingly i~numerable,

ways that human beings group objects and concepts into

categories is at least as old as Aristotle. In fact, the

categorizati on system most commonly used in academic

situations is commonly referred to as the 'Aristotelian'

system (Lakoff, 19 82~ Rosch, 197Sa). I t proposes that, in

effect, there is a place (category) for everything, and

everything is in its place (category). In this view,

categories are delimited by groups of characteristics,

primarily perceptual, which all members of the category

share. nA table has a flat top and th ree or more legs which

support itn is a "def Ln Le Lon " of a category, one which

would allow us to distinguish most tables from non-tables.

Theoretically, according to the Aristotelian model, a

perfect definition of ntable a could be constructed which

would resolve all ambiguities, allowing no non-tables to be

confused with tables.
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Gardner (1985) summarizes this classical model in terms

of three featur es. (1) Categor ies are arbi tr ary -- there is

nothing in the "real world- that determines how cultures

divide things up into categories. (2) Categories have

defining or criterial attributes which all members share and

all non-members do not. (3) Categories have no internal

structure, which is to say that all category members are

equally -good" members, and category boundaries are clearly

definable.

Much of categorization re~earch until the mid-1970's

followed this model, also referred to as the -feature- model

of categorization. As Rosch (1978) writes, •••• one purpose

of categorization is to reduce the infinite differences

among stimuli to behaviorally and cogni tively usable

proportions- (p, 29). Clearly defined categories and

equality of category membership serve this purpose well.

Recently, however, quite a different system of

relationships, both between and within categories, has been

discovered, leading researchers to challenge these notions

of "categorization by definition- and ·full and equal

membership." Based on extensive research, Eleanor Rosch has

posited a two dimensional model to explain the structure of

human categorization. Her model will not be dealt with

exhaustively here, as other excellent reviews are available

(see Rosch, 1978), and not all of the theory is relevant to

the purpose of this dissertation. However, a brief
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explanation of the nature of the dimensions will serve to

clarify the discussion to follow, and to highlight those

feat ures of the model which will later be applied to

research with learners of foreign languages.

%~ Vert~~ »imension: According to the Roschian

model, categories are organized at three levels: base,

superordinate, and subordinate. The base level is the ~most

cognitively efficient level- (Mervis & Crisafi, 1982, p.

258). Among categories of concrete objects, base level

category members (e.g. car~ chair) have generally similar

shapes, and the physical activities involved in interacting

with them are similar. This is the level at which new

categories are first organized (Mervis & Crisafi, 1982;

Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976).

Base level categories are subsumed by larger

superordinate categories (e.g. vehicle, furniture) which are

-more inclusive and more abstract. In the other ·direction,M

base level categories can be broken down into smaller

subordinate categories within which the members (e.g. sports

car, rocking chair) are more distinctly differentiated.

~ Horizontal Dimension: In addition to the vertical

dimension just described, according to Rosch's model

categories are characterized by internal structure. They

are ·composed of a 'core meaning' (the prototype••• ) of the

category, 'surrounded' by other members of decreasing
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'degree-of-membership'" (Rosch, 1975b, p. 179). Category

membership, therefore, is not either-or, all-or-nothing, as

proposed in the Aristotelian model, but must be considered

in terms of similarity to a prototypical representation of

what it means to be a vehicle, or a chair, or a statistical

formula. It is important to note that the prototype need

not exist; it may be just an abstraction which "'typifies"

the category.

Given this family resemblance model of categorization,

it follows that, if asked to provide examples of familiar

categories, individuals could provide a range of exemplars

from very typical to quite atypical. They would not just

list those exemplars which are most likely to be thought of

as good members of the categories. Additionally, it would

be expected that, among people of the same background, there

would be reliable agreement on what should be included in a

category, and on the degree of membership (typicality), of

the members within categories.

Research supports both these assumptions. When in fact

individuals are asked to give examples of categories, their

responses show agreement with those of their peers, and yet

do not include only the most Ii kely exemplars. When they

are asked to rate and/or rank category members as to their

typicality, or "goodness-of-example" -- effectively their

similarity to the prototype, research shows that they find

it reasonable to make such judgments. They consi stently
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give ratings of high typicality to exemplars that are seen

as 'better' members of the category, closer to the

prototype, and low ratings to members which are seen as poor

exemplars.

Researchers have asked a wide variety of subjects to

make such "goodness-of-example" ratings of category members,

and have found a great deal of agreement on those judgments

within age groups and within groups living in different

geographic regions of the United States (Bjorklund &

Thompson, 1983: Rosch, 1975a, 1975b: Uyeda & Mandler, 1980).

Refuting the all-or-nothing category inclusion model of the

Aristotelian tradition, it is clear that that certain things

are perceived as "better" category members -- more typical

of that category -- while others are seen as "poorer"

members -- less typical.

Typicality and Cognitive Processes

There is considerable evidence that the Roschian model

of categorization has important implications for the fields

of psychology, education, and language development. Robust

findings show that the typicality of category exemplars

affects a wide range of cognitive and linguistic performance

and skills.

Mervis and Rosch (1981) found that "••• categories are

learned more accurately if initial exposure to the category

is through only representative [typical] exemplars" (pp, 98-
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99). Other studies have shown typicality effects in speed

of processing of oral and visual material, speed of learning

of categories, order of category development in children

(see especially Mervis, 1980), order and probability of item

production in elicitation tasks, effects of advance

information on cognitive performance, and the logic of

natural language use such as the use of hedges,

substitutions, and paraphrases (see Mervis & R.osch, 1981,

and Rosch, 1978, for reviews of this research).

For some time, psychologists have studied in detail the

interrelationships between categorization and memory (e.g.

Mandler, 1967~ Power, 1985). Recent work within the

Roschian framework has shown typicality to have a

significant impact on memory, both in organization and

recall (e.g. Bjorklund & Thompson 1983~ Brandt, 1981). The

data consistently show that category members thought by

subjects to be more typical of a given category, are more

likely to be recalled in memory tasks than those that are

seen as less typical.

The Cross-Cultural Applicability of Rosch's Model

Does Rosch's model apply to the categorizati on of all

human beings, regardfess of their backgrounds? This is a

question of some importance, but the evidence required to

answer it is still lacking. There has been extensive cross

cultural research within the Aristotelian model of

categorization (Cole, Gay, Glick, & Sharp, 1971~ Cole &
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s c r t b n e r , 1974; Schweder, Bourne, & Miyamoto, 1977;

Scribner, 1974, among others). However, despite the fact

that the original work in prototype theory came from Rosch's

study of the color perceptions of a stone age people of New

Guinea (Rosch, 1973), the succeeding work related to

typicality has primarily been conducted with mainland

Americans, native speakers of English.

Rosch (1975b) writes:

Although the content and the process of category
formation of ••• [some] categories may be universal,
some aspects of categories ••• probably differ between
cultures. The extent of elaboration of language codes
for the categories, conceptual levels of categorization
(are the basic categories divided into subordinate
and/or combined into superordinate categories?)
category boundaries, treatment of intercategory stimuli
••• rules for use of the categories ••• all leave room
for the development of cultural differences (p. 186).

No research to date has addressed the application of

Rosch's category model to any aspect of FL use or

acquisition. There is reason to believe, however, that this

could be a profitable area for investigation. Notions of

typicality arise from one's culture, and where cultures

differ, it may be that mismatches of category concepts may

cause difficulties in language related areas. As Dougherty

(1978) has pointed out, cultures differ both in terms of

their shared experiences and in terms of their expertise

those things the cut t ure emphasizes and val ue s, These

differences will lead to differences in how they categorize

the "l'1orld.
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When dealing with differences in categoIY content and

typicality across cultures, it is important to keep in mind

the distinction between those aspects of a culture which are

specific to that culture and those which are generalizable

across cultures (Brislin, 1983). Some concepts may be so

commonplace in one culture that they are taken as culture

general, and it is only when they are applied to another

culture that it becomes evident that they are not. Brislin

makes the point that our perceptions of ' the world ar~

bounded by our cultural history. When we interact with

other cultures we must be at pains to be conscious not only

of the other cUlture, but also of our own culturally related

biases.

Brislin writes that cUlture-specific features which are

Midentified by people outside a culture are difficult to

understand and describe because, by definition, they are not

'part of' the outsider's frame of reference- (1983, p. 383).

This is especially true when members of one culture attempt

to come to grips with an essential part of another culture,

as is the case in the learning of a foreign language. A

language embodies much of the history and thought of the

culture in which it developed. As a product of culture,

language captures much that is specific to that culture,

and attempting to come to grips with a foreign language,

therefore involves much cross-cultural comparison --
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matching, and, often, mismatching. In order to accurately

gauge an individual's progress in acquiring the language,

one must approach the concepts involved from the point of

view of the learner. As Brislin (1983) cautions, in order

to investigate what is thought to be a cUlture-general

concept, it is necessary to put the investigation in a

cUlture-specific context. Accordingly, in any investigation

of the role of typicality across cultures, we must not work

through our own culturally determined perceptions, but

rather through incorporating at all points the concepts and

perceptions of the other culture.

A pilot study was undertaken by the author (Power,

1985) in an attempt to determine the applicability of the

typicality dimension of Rosch's model of categorization to

members of a non-western culture. It was expected that,

although the content of categories and the perceived

typica~ity of category members will vary along cultural

lines, the internal structure of categorization, organized

along the horizontal dimension, is universal.

A category elicitation task and a typicality rating

task were administered to eleven Korean and Japanese fifth

and sixth grade children. As anticipated, the subjects

performed the tasks similarly to the American subjects as

reported in the literature (Posnansky, 1978; Rosch, 1975b).

They found both tasks reasonable to do, and analysis of the

content of the categories revealed consistency among the
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responses of the s ub j e ct; groups.. Additionally, as

anticipated, there were differences in both the content of

the categories and the judgments of typicality of specif ic

exemplars when compared to the responses of American

aubj ecc s ,

These findings suggest that it is worthwhile to pursue

a full scale study of the applicability of Rosch's model to

members of a non-western culture. They support the

hypothesis that the internal structure of categories, i~

terms of the horizontal dimension -- perceiving categories

members as having degrees of membership -- is universal,

but that the content and the relative typicality of

exemplars within categories varies along cultural lines.

As reported in the following chapter, this hypothesis

was tested through a study conducted with Japanese school

children in Japa~ In choosing the subjects for this study

-it was taken into account that in addition to one's own

cultural history, one's experience of the world and

knowledge of other cultures' values are likely to affect how

one perceives the typicality of category members.

Consequently, subjects' experience with the study of foreign

languages could be a confound in the determination of the

cUlture-specific typicality judgemen~s of a population.

Therefore, since all Japanese public schools introduce a FL

(English) from the seventh grade, sixth graders, who were
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not formally studying a FL, were chosen as the target

population.
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CHA.PTER II

CATmORIZlaION AND TYPICALIT~ AMONG

JAPANESE SCHOOL CHILDREN

The follow ing study addresses the question of the

universality of the typicality dimension of Roschls model of

categorizatio~ It includes two tasks, an elicitation task

and a typicality rating task.

category Elicitation Task

Method

Subjects: The subjects were 107 Japanese sixth graders

(ages ll-12~ 56 male and 51 female) at an elementary school

in Japan. The school was selected through consultation

with Japanese university educators who believed it to be

representative of urban, middle class Japanese public

schools. The administration of the school was asked. to

randomly select two intact classes to participate in the

study•. None of the students had yet received any formal

instruction in English.

Katerials: The twenty-four categories used in this task

are presented in Table 1. They were selected using several

criteria. Categories used in studies of typicality with

American subjects were included, with the condi~ion that

they seem likely to be relevant to Japanese children. Thus

Mwriting implement- was included, while Mmember of the

clergy- was not. Additional categories were selected based

on their frequency of occurrence in Japanese EFL textboOKS.
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Lastly, two Japanese graduate students studying at the

University of Hawaii were asked to review the categories

selected, and to judge if they were likely to be meaningful

to Japanese sixth graders. Both judged all of the 24

categories chosen by the author to be appropriate. Table 1

presents the English translations of the category labels.

Table I

categories Used in Elicitation Task

Thing to dr ink
Bird
Tree
BUilding
Writing implement

* Animal
Plant
Thing to wear
Toy
Musical instrument

• Sport

Profession
Hardware
Place to live
Machine

• Food
Clothing
Fruit

* Furniture
Vehicle
Flower

• Vegetable

Note: * denotes categories used in pilot study.

AIOthough a few of these categor ies may not be treated

as distinct categories by native speakers of English, all of

them are treated as such from the Japanese point of view.

One example is "hakimono," which may be translated "othing to

wear," but which is limited to items such as shoes and other

things which are sl ipped into, rather than those which are

wrapped around oneself. l

The 24 categories were randomly divided into two sets

of 12 categories each, and then made into booklets. Each
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page of the booklets was 5 1/2 by 11 inches, and contained a

category label printed in Japanese at the top, with lines

below for writing in the exemplars. The backs of the pages

were blank so that the students could continue on the

reverse if necessary. In order to minimize the possibility

of order effects, the pages of the booklets were compiled in

four different random orders. (See Appendix 1 for one of the

actual forms use~)

~~~~~g~~~: The booklets were distributed by the

students· homeroom teachers. The teachers were instructed

in writing to have the students write, in Japanese, as many

examples as they could of the 12 categories contained in

their booklet. The students were allowed to work at their

own pace, moving on to the next category when they could not

think of any more exemplars. They were given 30 minutes to

complete the task. All materials and instructions were in

Japanese. In order to avoid any association with English or

with foreign countries, the teachers administering the tests

were not informed at this point of the ultimate use of the

data. (See Appendix 2 for the Japanese instructions to the

teacher and the English translation; and see Appendix 3 for

the Japanese instructions read to the students and the

English translatio~)

Results

All of the students completed the task within the

allotted time and no problems in understanding or completing
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the task were reported by the teachers. For each of the

categories the number of exemplars produced by the subjects

was determined. At this point two categories, "color" and

"relative,· were eliminated from further analysis. The same,

very limited, set of exemplars was produced by almost all

sUbjects in response to "color," and a high proportion of

the responses to "relative" were judged inappropriate by the

exper imenter: Rather than lists of exemplars, many of the

children produced word associations in response to this

category.2 Additionally, the category "thing to drink"

included 22 brand names which, being redundant with generic

names also included in the responses, were not included in

the tallies. The number of unique exemplars produced in

each category are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. -- Number of Unique Ezemplars Produced in
Blicitation Task: By category

Category Exemplars

Thing to drink 82
Bird 43
Tree 43
BUilding 41
Writing implement 45
Animal 64
Plant 37
Thing to wear 37
Toy 63
Musical instrument 52
Sport 77
Profession 138
Hardware 41
Place to live 33
Machine 64
Food 187
Clothing 34
Fruit 35
Furniture 39
Vehicle 57
Flower 62
Vegetable 52

Mean = 60.3
Range = 33 - 187
sd = 36.6

. DiscusSion

As can be seen f rom the table, these categor ies seem to

be meaningful to Japanese school children, representing

categories that they perceive in the world, and eliciting a

large number of relevant exemplars. Some exemplars were

mentioned by almost all of the students, and some were

mentioned by only a few, paralleling the findings of

research with American subjects (Brandt, 1986; Nelson,

1974a; Posnansky, 1978). It seems likely, then, that if
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Japanese children were asked to judge the relative

typicality of the content of these categories they would

find the task reasonable, and the results would provide

insight into how they perceive the internal organization of

the categories. This hypothesis was tested through the

follow ing study.

Typicality Rating Task

Method

Subjects: The subjects were 110 Japanese sixth graders

(58 male and 52 female) at the same urban, middle class,

pUblic elementary school in Japan as participated in the

category elicitation task. The students were largely, but

not exclusively, those who had participated in that task.

Materials: A subset of the exemplars produced by the

students in the elicitation task was selected for each of

the 22 categories. To do this, the frequency of mention for

each of the exemplars was calculated. In addition, a

separate count was made of the f req uency of an item's

mention within the first four items mentioned, since items

given early in a category elicitation task are likely to be

judged highly typical in a rating task (Rosch, 1975b).

Those exemplars which were mentioned only once were

removed from consideration in order to reduce the chance of

incl uding idiosyncratic items known by only one child.. '

Selection of the exemplars was done randomly, with the
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exception that the four most frequently produced exemplars

in each category were automatically included. Table 3 shows

the number of exemplars chosen for each category.

Table 3. -- Number and Proportion of Exemplars Chosen for
Typicality Rating Task: By category

Number of Proportion of
Category Exemplars Chosen Total

--------------------------~.._------------------------- - -
Thing to drink 34 .41
Bird 25 .58
Tree 21 .49
Building 25 .61
Writing implement 26 .58
Animal 35 .55
Plant 21 .57
Thing to wear 25 .68
Toy 24 .38
Musical instrument 21 .40
Sport 31 .40
Profession 23 .17
Hardware 17 .41
Place to live 19 .58
Machine 24 .38
Food 35 .19
Clothing 24 .71
Fruit 24 .69
Furniture 19 .49
Vehicle 23 .40
Flower 23 .37
Vegetable 25 .48
------ ------ -------
Mean 24.7 .48
Range 17 - 35 .16 - .71
sd 5.0 .14

The exemplars for each category were written in

Japanese, in two different random orders, on sheets of paper

with the category label at the top of each page. They were

then divided into two booklets of 12 categories each. (See

Appendix 4 for one of the actual forms, and Appendix 5 for

English translations of the items selected, and for the four
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exemplars most frequently mentioned among the students'

first four responses.)

Procedure: The task was administered in the students'

homerooms by their regular teacher. Approximately eight

months elapsed oetween the elicitation task and the rating

task. As in the elicitation task, the teacher was not

informed of any connection between the task and English or a

foreign culture. The teacher read the instructions to the

students in Japanese. (See Appendix 6 for the instructions

to the teachers and the English translation, and Appendix 7

for the instructions to the students and the English

translation. )

For each of the 12 categories in their booklet, the

sUbjects were asked to rate the Mgoodness of example u of

each of the exemplars on the lists. The ratings were done on

a seven point scale with 1 being highly typical, and 7 being

highly atypical, or clearly not considered a member of that

category. The students were given a sample item, and the

teacher answered any questions they had about the procedure.

They were given 30 minutes to complete the task and were

allowed to work at their own pace.

Results

All of the students finished in the allotted time. The

teachers administering the task reported that the students

were able to comprehend the task with no difficulty, and

that no students experienced problems in making the ratings.
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The ratings across the two forms were combined, and the mean

typicality and standard deviation of each of the exemplars

rated was calculated. (The~e data are included in Appendix

5.) Table 4 presents a descriptive summary of the ratings

by category.

Table 4. Ranges of Typicality Ratings and Standard
Deviations: By category

Category

Thing to drink
Bird
Tree
BUilding
Writing implement
Animal
Plant
Thing to wear
Toy
Musical instrument
Sport
Profession
Hardware
Place to live
Machine
Food
Clothing
Fruit
Furniture
Vehicle
Flower
Vegetable

Discussion

Range of Ratings

1.85 - 5.57
2.12 - 6.00
1.88 - 4.75
1.16 - 4.54
1.28 - 5.28
1.80 - 5.63
2.44 - 5.11
1.75 - 5.39
2.70 - 4.92
1.96 - '4.40
2.11 - 5.11
2.26 - 5.37
2.12 - 4.45
1.39 - 5.19'
2.21 - 4.55
1.76 - 4.02
2.27 - 4.80
1.84 - 4.78
1.91 - 4.68
1.85 - 5.84
2.23 - 5.17
1.88 - 5.57

Range of sd

1.31 - 2.38
1.34 - 2.14
1.31 - 2.47
1.21 - 2.21
1.02 - 2.12
1.14 - 2.41
1.49 - 2.28
1.19 - 2.32
1.76 - 2.40
1.49 - 2.15
1.30 - 2.36
1.57 - 2.18
1.59 - 2.15
1.02 - 2.18
1.52 - 2.34
1.21 - 2.24
1.47 - 2.13
1.15 - 2.06
1.47 - 2.37
1.26 - i.11
1.31 - 2.20
1.24 - 2.16

The Japanese students completed the rating task as

hypothesized, finding it reasonable to evaluate the category

members as to goodness of example. From the standard

deviations given in Table 4 it can be seen that there is

consistency across aub j ects on the ratings, and Appe nd Lx 5
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shows that, as found in American studies, the agreement

generally is higher on those items wich higher mean

typicality ratings. This demonstrates that, as in American

studies, the Japanese students were in closer agreement on

what is a Mgood example Mthan on what is not.

Additionally, there was, in general, a close

correspondence between the frequency with which an exemplar

was mentioned among the students' first four responses on

the elicitation task, and the typicality ratings.

Inspection of Appendix 5 reveals that ·there are some

exceptions to this pattern, but these may be idiosyncratic,

affected by the children's recent experiences.

General Discussion

The Japanese students' performance on these two tasks

supports the hypothesis that the horizontal dimension -

typicality -- of Rosch's model of categories holds true for

-this non-western culture. Paralleling the findings of

studies with American subjects, the Japanese children found

the tasks meaningful to do. They were able to produce lists

containing large numbers of category exemplars in response

to category labels, and were able to demonstrate their

perception of the internal structure of the categories by

evaluating each exemplar in ~erms of typicality. Their

rating task responses showed that the exemplars they had

produced covered a range of typicality. In general they
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showed agreement with their peers on the ratings, and

agreement was generally higher on the typical exemplars.

There was also a high degree of correspondence oetween

frequency of mention within the first exemplars mentioned,

and the typicality ratings.

These results provide evidence that the Roschian model

may be universal in terms of structure, that is, category

members are seen by people of all cultures as possessing

degrees of category membership, while allowing for cultural

differences in the content of categories. The ratings

collected in this study are not proposed as the definitive

typicality norms for all Japanese children. Clearly the

determination of such norms awaits a much larger sampling,

taking into account a wider range of geographic and socio-

economic variation. Nonetheless, the results of this study

provide an insight into how Japanese children who have yet

to be exposed to formal study of a foreign language perceive

the internal organization of categories in their own

language, and provide data on which to base further studies.

FOOTNOTES

IThe category "clothing" was also included because the
Japanese informants felt that, despite overlap of items
between "hakimono" and "clothing, II "clothing" is more of a
superordinate level category to Japanese, and would
therefore include a wider range of exemplars.

2For example, many of the children wrot:e "New Yearts Day,"
and "presents," in response to this category. It is likely
that this is because Japanese children commonly "make the
rounds" of relatives' homes and receive presents on New
Year's Day.
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CHAPTER III

THE ROLE OP TYPICALITY IN LANGUAGE

Category Development and Language Acquisiticn

Recently, researchers looking into the nature of first

language (Ll) acquisition have moved away f rom the notion of

children learning their native language through passive

absorption of input, and have expanded our awareness of the

role that social interacti on plays in Ll learning. Shatz

(1982) demonstrates that there is now little support for the

previous ·omniscient-mother· model. Many of the features of

the language to which young children are exposed are

constant, theref ore the child, she maintains, must be

considered in a large part responsible for maintaining

developmental progress through interaction with adults in

meaningful contexts.

Adams and Bullock (1986), taking a Vygotskian

perspective, emphasize the ·social embeddedness· of both

cognitive and language development. They argue that ·word

meaning is dynamically constituted via the inherently social

process of symbolization- (p, 153). Their research supports

the importance of caretaker labeling practices, and their

data sh ow that parental leadership in the learning process

is very important, especially in regard to the naming of

atypical category members. However, again, the child is not

seen as simply a passive recipient of input. Adams and

Bullock have presented evidence that quite a sophisticated
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process of Lrrt.eracc Lon takes place in Ll learning, whereby

both the child and the adult negotiate to achieve maximally

effective communication. It is through this social support

system that the child comes to develop the categories and

the typicality perceptions expressed by his/her native

language, and to gradually acquire the "norm" of

categorizatioo f or his/her culture.

Since the social interaction involved in Ll learning is

not constant throughout the child's development, we find

variation by age in children's categorization and typicality

judgments as they move closer to adult norms (Adams s

Bullock, 1986). Nelson (1974a) and Brandt (1986) found both

variation between and agreement within age groups (five year

olds and eight year olds, respectively) as to category

membership. Bj orklund and Thompson (1983) have shown that

where children's judgment of the typicality of category

members differs from those of adults, their performance on

recall tasks will be most influenced by children's norms.

The use of adult norms will produce a typicality effect,

but, as might be expected, it is not as powerful as the use

of norms derived from children close to the subjects' own

age.

Pirst Languages and Poreign Languages

It will be evident to most people wh 0 have studied a

foreign language l in an academic setting, that of the
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features thought to be important for Ll learning -

meaningful input, ·communicative interaction, cultural

context of concept and categoty development -- few, if any,

are routinely incorporated into FL learning and teaching in

classrooms. (See Kelly, 1969, and Titone, 1968, for reviews

of the history of approaches to teaching FL, and see

especially Stern, 1983, and Ellis, 1984, for recent reviews

of current second and foreign language instructional

practices. )

FL learning can be very different in important ways

from Ll learning. FL skills are generally not built up

through meaningful. interaction or through exposure to a

culture in any naturalistic way. A FL is often presented in

the classroom as a complete, supposedly coherent structure,

to be memorized and then used in that form for whatever

purposes the learner might have. (Although too often the

learner has no use for the language at all, save to pass the

course.) The learner must deal with this massive load of

language often without sufficient range or depth of input or

meaningful communicative interaction to allow him/her to

begin to form a truly coherent sy stem, incorporating

language with concepts. Consequently the learner must do a

lot of matching -- FL forms with Ll concepts (see Dulay,

Burt, & Krashen, 1982, and Ervin-T.ripp, 1978, for

discussions of Ll / FL distinctions and similarities).
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However, the distinctions made by one culture, and

coded in thei r language, may not be those made by the

culture of the language being studied. Conseq uently,

concept matching may often result in mismatching.

Acquisition of the language will accordingly be hindered by

mismatches between concepts and categories developed in the

native language and what must be grafted on to deal with FL

input presented in non-naturalistic environments.

Lakoff (1982) provides one example:

It would seem that in the word 'over' English has a
conceptual category that does not exist in most of the
world's languages. Learning the English word 'over'
like a native speaker would involve learning a new
category of senses, not just a list of unrelated and
separate meanings. Thus, learning a language is
learning a new way of categorizing, not just learning a
new list of labels for old categories (p. 182).

Ll learning involves largely concept identification -

"learning the categories of the real world through

identify ing the ref erents of target names" whereas FL

instruction requires students to do a good deal of concept

matching -- "learning the appropriate names for cognitive

distinctions already made" (Nelson, 1973, p, 22).

Distinctions, which, being culturally based, may differ a

good deal from those the learner brings into the classroom.

Therefore when we talk about learning categories

relevant to a foreign language: particularly among adult

learners, we are dealing not so much with category learning

as category recognition, along with (re-) establishing a
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sense of the range of category membership, and

reorganization of existing conceptL

It has been argued that even in Ll learning: •••• the

child often learns distinctions without ever being exposed

to those original functions that made the distinctions

relevant, and that would be prerequisites for truly

autonomous reinvention of the concept- (Adams & Bullock,

1986, p. 160-161). For children in such a case, the adult

usage can serve as a substitute until a naturally developed

form takes over. For FL learners, autonomous development of

some concepts may never take place, especially in those

cases where prototypes or category boundaries differ cross

culturally. The learners are forced to adhere to the

structure already implicit in the target language,

regardless of the extent of overlap with their own. Because

of the lack of exposure to interactional use of the target

Lanquaqe in a natural environment, some learners may never

develop the ·core meanings· (Nelson, 1974b) which lead to

prototype abstraction. They may therefore be unable to

efficiently organize FL category concepts around a prototype

in the same way that native speakers of the language would.

Both Nelson (1974b) and Rosch (1975b) stress that

categories and thei r internal struct ures are developed

through experience with objects or concepts in the real

world. Whether this is first hand or through interaction

with adults as described by Adams and Bullock (1986), it is
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not simply through exposure to language. This is

demonstrably not the case with FL learning. In fact, in

those cases where differences exist between the category

content or prototypes of one's own culture and those of the

foreign culture, the differences will be primarily

encountered through language. The particular way in which

these concepts are expressed, as a product of the history

and social use of language, will perhaps be inadequate or

misleading to the learner. One such example is found in the

category MgreetingsM in English, which, to the confusion of

many FL students, includes "Good morning," "Good

afternoon," and "Good evening," but not MGood night. M It

may be that for some categories, whether semantic,

syntactic, or pragmatic, only sufficient exposure to them in

a na t u r ak Lac Lc setting will enable the learner to develop

the required concepts or structures.

Although no work to date has been done which looked at

the ~cquisition or use of foreign languages from the

viewpoint of the Roschian model, recently, related concepts

have been investigated, leading to findings that the

familiari ty of linguistic concepts has an impact on L2 and

FL learners. Although his study did not address typicality

per ~, Kellerman (1978) looked at the semantics of FL word

learning from a similar perspective. He examined the range

of semantic functions of the verb "break," and found them to
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be grouped around a core of "br eakneas;" "Closeness" to this

core was highly correlated with his sUbjects' willingness to

transfer semantic concepts from their first to their second

languages. That is to say, at least when the Ll and the FL

are perceived as similar, semantic senses which are close to

the "core" seem more likely to be transferable to the target

language, and so the learner is more likely to attempt to

express that sense of the concept when using the FL.

Research into the "coreness" of idiomatic expressi ons has

been done by Jordens (1977), with similar results. Hatch,

reviewing this line of second language (L 2) research,

writes, "The notion of core/noncore ••• has been proposed as

important in predicting ease of learning [second languages]

as well as transferability [of concepts from first to second

languages]" (1983, p, 73).

Typicality and MeDloE!' for EPL Vocabulary

Much of the research which has been done on typicality

has been done th rough memory tasks. However, all of this

has been done in the SUbjects' native languages. Although

the literature on memory in second and foreign language

acquisition is relatively extensive (see Meara, 1980), no

research has addressed the question of a potential

typicality effect in FL memory tasks. In order to determine

if the typicality of English vocabulary is a variable in

predicting free recall by EFL learners, an experiment was

conducted in which this variable was crossed with training
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and use of memory strategies (see Power, 1984, for full

details). In this study the typicality judgments of the

words were made by American native speakers.

The sUbjects were 61 adult Asian EFL learners. Each

sUbj ect was randomly assigned to one of four groups, three

treatment and one control. Each treatment group received

ten minutes of training in a different strategy for

memorizing lists of words: visual imagery, oral rehearsal,

or gr~uping by category. All groups were then tested in ~

free recall task. The words to be recalled were selected

such that half of the items were ra~ed highly typical and

half highly atypical according to Rosch·s (1975a) data.

Although it was hypothesized that the categorization

group would recall more words overall, there was no

significant effect for memory strategy, nor was there a

signif icant effect for the interaction of stra~egy and

typicality. However, as hypothesized, the main effect for

typicality of the items was highly significant.

An important finding of this study was that the

typicality effect was found even though American norms were

used. This may be because the sUbjects· native languages and

English have overlapping membership and a similar typicality

hierarchy for the categories used in the study. It could

alsc be because when only exemplars from the extremes of the

typicality range are used, the categorization of any two
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natural languages will overlap enough to produce a

typicality effect in such a free recall task. In either

event, an even more powerful effect would be expected if the

subjects' culturally appropriate norms were used, especially

in categories in which there is a good deal of difference

between the category concepts of the two cultures.

Schemas. Typicality. and Foreign Languages

Schemas2 have been called the "building blocks of

cogniticn n (Rumelhart, 1980, p. 33). They are thought to be

co~ceptually organized representations of cOhesive bodies of

knowledge. Th rough them, various pieces of inf ormati on

stored in memory are interconnected along conceptual

thematic lines, or in terms of spatial and/or temporal

contiguity (Mandler, 1978). Mandler writes, "The mind

creates order and structure out of the welter of

stimulation, seeks for and finds regularities, and comes to

expect them in the future" (p. 2). As a result we are both

categorizing and schematicizing all the time, as we

experience the world and try to deal with it in a way that

fits into our previous encounters.

The expectations generated through activation of

schemas are referred to as slots, or variables (Spiro,

1980) , and they can be filled (instantiated) through input

from the environment, or through default values. In the

latter case, if no information or only ambiguous information

is available to fill a variable, the schema functions as if
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the values most strongly expected were in fact present in

the input. By way of analogy, if you hear a voice that

sounds like your friend, you assume it ~ your friend until

have enough information to confirm or deny it.

Schemas guide reading, remembering, and other

cognitive activities, in several ways. Considerable

research has been done which demonstrates the relevance of,

schema activation to memory and comprehension of text. (See

excellent reviews and discussions of this work in Bransford

[1979] and Schallert [1982].) To briefly summarize the

findings, when text is unfamiliar in content (the relevant

background knowledge is lacking) or is organized in an

ambiguous or unfamiliar way, an inappropriate schema may be

activated. Alternatively, a closely related schema may be

activated, but the default values will not be those which

are most appropriate, leading to elaborations, distortions,

-or intrusions -- recalling default variables as if they

occurred in the text (Reynolds, Taylor, Steffensen, &

Anderson, 1982). Spiro (1980) holds that this is due to the

f act that when a necessary schema is not readily accessed,

the efficiency of cognitive processing is reduced. When the

relevant schemas ~ activated, and the necessary background

knowledge is available, it has been shown that comprehension

and memory are much enhanced.
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In a fashion analogous to the way categories help to

organize our knowledge of concepts and objects, so schemas

can oe seen as helping to organize categorical. knowledge.

Depending on the activity, a schema provides a structure

which connects and allows access to the categories which are

relevant to that activity, determining which categories of

knowledge will be accessed, and in which sequence. Schemas,

then, may set up expectations for "stereotypical"

relationships between the variables (Hudson, 1982, p. 7).

Some values for filling a slot will be more likely than

others, more facilitative of the coordinated access of

related knowledge.

The process of schema activation is of particular

relevance to foreign languages. In reading comprehension,

schemas are thought by some researchers to function in a

top-down fashion (Mandler, 1978; Rumelhart, 1980), assessing

and directing the input from the text to instantiate

variables. It seems likely, however, that both top-down and

bottom-up processes work together, in that schemas serve to

organize categorical knowledge, but the process whereby the

most relevant schemas are selected is through bottom-up

processing. The printed text first triggers associations

(perhaps starting with those formed through contiguity) and

then (after a chain of further associations) a schema is

activated and a wider range of background knowledge is made
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available for processing and further exploration of the

text.

It therefore seems likely that encountering category

exemplars which are seen by the individual as being Mgood

examples M of the category will facilitate accessing the

schema(s) necessary to efficiently comprehend the text.

Conversely, encountering atypical exemplars would limit

comprehension. As Schallert notes, -Information that cannot

fulfill a variable is perceived as less important,

irrelevant, or Lnconqruous'' (1982, p. 29).

Expectations as to what is relevant in a given

situation vary across cultures, and it has been shown that

in reading comprehension, at least, cultural differences

will arise in interpretation of ambiguous text due to
..

culture-specific differences in experience and expectations

(Reynolds, Taylor, Steffensen, & Anderson, 1982; Steffensen,

Joag-Dev, & Anderson, 1979).

Research has shown that schema activation (through

providing cues to relevant background information) can

facilitate FL reading comprehension (Hudson, 1982). Yet

just activation will not be sufficient if the schema which

is activated is not the relevant one. At first the

learners· expectations for what they will encounter in the

FL will be based on schemas they have developed in their

native language. Gradually, they will learn a new set of
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expectations, and a lucky few may, in time, become equally

competent in both systems.

However, for many learners, mismatches will continue.

Their expectations, based on cUlture-specific typicality

perceptions, will not correspond to some degree with the

internal structure and organization of the FL. Lack of

correspondence will likely result in reduced comprehension

and processing (memory, production) of the language.

For example, for many cultures a story in an EFL text

meant to be set at meal time would be easier to under stand,

i.e., the relevant schemas would be activated more readily,

if the category exemplar the author chose to represent

"food" was "beef" rather than "oysters." Even native

speakers of English would show a lack of comprehension if

the exemplar used in the text was "whale." A major

difference, though, is that the native speaker is skilled at

using context to confirm or deny the appropriateness of

schemas. The non-native speaker, having much less experience

with Engl ish, is not.

Carrell (1983) found that L2 readers do not effectively

use context to facilitate comprehension of text. Her

s ub j e cz s showed equal levels of comprehension on context

rich and context-poor passages. It is likely, then, that L2

learners are more dependent on schema activation through

knowledge of individual words in the text. Carrell writes,

-Intermediate and even advanced ESL readers tend to be
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linguistically bound to a text. They may be processing the

literal language of the text, but they are not making the

necessary connections between the text and the appropriate

background information- (p, 200).

The Role of Typicality in Poreign Language Assessment

If the use of cUlturally appropriate typical category

exemplars facilitates schema activation and thereby

comprehension of FL materials, it should be possible to

demonstrate this through students' performance on FL

proficiency tests. Based on the arguments developed above,

it is likely that students in general will do better on test

items which include exemplars which are closer to their

culturally determined prototypes. This effect would be

strongest in timed tests, in which first impressions of the

sense of an item are crucial. The use of highly typical

category exemplars on such tests sh ould increase the

likelihood of the relevant schemas being activated and

thereby improve overall performance.

For example, the following is the usual type of

multiple choice item found on EFL tests. This item is aimed

at assessing knowledge of the irregular past tense.

The tiger beef last night.

a. did c. eat

b. ate d. was
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Even assuming that all of the vocabulary in the item is

known to all of the students, some of them may miss the

item. Interpretation of an incorrect response, however, may

not be as straightforward as the test developer assumed.

Of course an error on this item could be attributable

to the student not knowing the correct form of the past

tense of "eat.· However, it could also be because the

assumed schema -- one relating animals and food -- was not

activated, because, from the student's perspective, one or

both of the nouns in the sentence are atypical exemplars of

their categories.

The student's knowledge of the syntactic frame

[noun] (in environment of) [past marker] would only help by

reducing the options by one. Unless the sense of ·eating·

which the item writer intended to imply is activated by the

relationship between the two nouns, the student is not

.helped -. to select the correct answer. The item wri ter

presumed that the EFL student would think of animals and

food, but it may be that in the student's culture,

The borse grain last night.

would more effectively activate the intended schema,

resulting in the item being more easily comprehended and the

correct answer being selected more easily and quickly.

Consequently, the test items will come closer to being an

accurate measure of competence in whatever specific skills

the test developer had in min~
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If in fact this proves to be the case, it will have

far-reaching implications for FL assessment. Due to the

presence of atypical exemplars, test items which up to now

have been assumed to be effective measures of students'

knowledge of FL syntax or reading comprehension may not be

accurately measuring the students' true abilities. More

sensitive tests, with items written based on consideration

of culture-specific typicality judgments, could well give

different, and more accurate, information.

Sa.mary

Second and foreign language learners' minds are not

Mblank slates,M as maintained by some learning theorists in

the not-too-distant past (see Diller, 1971). Especially in

the case of older children and adults (probably in the

majority among FL students), FL learners already have highly

developed ideas of the organization and relations among

concepts, ideas that mayor may not match those reflected in

the language they are attempting to master. ·Where people

approach communication with different frames, schemata, or

scripts there is serious potential for miscommunication M

(Scollon & Scollon, 1983, p. 166). When the possibility for

such miscommunication occurs in the context of FL testing,

it is essential that this be taken into account in order to

achieve accurate and meaningful assessment.
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The study described in the following chapter is an

attempt to determine if in fact typicality effects can be

found in FL assessment. In this study a test of EFL

proficiency targeting syntax and reading is used to

investigate the impact on student performance of the

presence of typical and atypical exemplars in test items.

This test is administered to Japanese high school students

who have studied English for several years.

It is hypothesized in this study that the use in the

test items of cultural-specific. typical category exemplars

will facilitate performance on those items. Therefore, on

the whole, more items with typical exemplars will be

answered correctly than items with atypical exemplars. A

secondary hypothesis concerns an English ability by

typicality interaction. It is predicted that the more

skilled students will be less affected by the typicality of

category exemplars in the test items.

FOOTNOTES

lAlthough the distinction is not always so clear, in
general, and for the purposes of this dissertation, foreign
language learning refers to learning a language which is not
the language of the student's present environment, i.e. an
American learning Chinese in the U.S., or a Chinese learning
English in France. The term "second language learning" as
used in the literature, serves a dual purpose, referring to
learning any non-native language, or when contrasted with
foreign language learning, referring to learning the
language of one's environment, i.e. immigrants learning the
language of their new culture.

2 T o avoid the widespread confusion as to the correct
terminology, I will follow Mandler (1984) in using "schemas"
as the plural form of schema.
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CHAPTER IV

TY~ICALITY AND EPL ASSESSMENT

In the previous chapter it was proposed that

performance on foreign language competency tests would be

facilitated by the presence in the test items of category

exemplars which are typical according to the norms of one's

own culture. The following studies were undertaken to

determine if this is the case, and if so, what factors play

a role in determining the strength of the effec~

Method

SelectioD ~ Subjects

In orde r to conduct the st udi es described in thi s

chapter it was necessary to use sUbjects who know, in

English, a large number of the words cont.ained on the sixth

grade typicality rating task (Chapter 2). In addition, it

was desirable to work with subjects as close as possible in

age to those from whom the typi cali ty norms were obtained

(sixth graders). The optimal sUbject pool therefore, was the

youngest group knowing a large number of the words for which

typicality ratings were available.

To determine which grade level from which to draw

students, the vocabulary found in two EFL texts Widely used

in Japanese public schools -- the third year junior high

text of ~ ~~ ..c.L..2l!!D English Series (1985), and the first

year senior high text ~K Horizon (1985) -- was analyzed.

Both contain the English vocabulary mandated by the Japanese
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Ministry of Education for the respective grade levels, and

so are representative of ~apanese pUblic school EFL texts in

this regard.

Upon comparison of the vocabulary in the texts with the

list of exemplars used in the sixth grade rating task, 67

out of the 523 words on the typicality lists (13%) were

found to be in the junior high text. An additional 51 were

found in the high school text, for a total of 118 (23%). In

addition to those words directly introd~ced in the EFL

texts, the typicality lists contain a large number of

English '"loan words'" -- single or compound words which have

been taken into common use in ~apanese, such as table

("teburu"), orange juice ("orenji ju-su"), computer

("komputa-'"). It can be assumed that the students know

these words without having had them explicitly introduced in

an EFL text, given that they can decode the English spelling

and match it to the Japanese pronunciation. l Adding these

words into the grade level totals (along with compound words

that are a combination of loan and known words) resulted in

a total of 219 usable words (42% of the rated words)- at the

junior high level, versus 270 (52%) at the first year high

school level. (The data for this analysis are given in

detail in Appendix 8.)

Upon consideration of all these factors, the advantage

gained by having a wider range of vocabulary with which to
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work proved most compelling, and it was decided to draw the

subjects from among high school students. Additionally,

with the 01 der st udent s, ther e was the adv anc aqe of thei r

greater familiarity with the kind of test items to be used

in the study.

Subjects

The sUbjects were 222 Japanese second year high school

(eleventh grade) students, 136 males and 86 females, all of

them 16 or 17 years of age. They were members of five

intact classes at five different high schools in three

geographic regions of Japan: central (urban), north central

(rural), and northern (semi-rural). One of the schools was

private, the others were public. One English teacher at

each school was selected by the school administration to

participate. Each teacher was asked to randomly select one

of his five or six English classes to take the test.

Materials

Two forms of an objective test of English competency in

syntax and reading were created -- POWKEN-l and POWKEN-2

(see Appendices 9 and 10). Each form contained 60 multiple

choice items written in Englis~ POWKEN-l was taken by 108

students, and POWKEN-2 was taken by 111 students.

Instructions in Japanese were printed at the top of every

page.

All of the POWKEN items were based on items found in

the high school level of the ~itsu ~ ~~ ~~ (1985)
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known as the EIKEN -- a commercial test of Englisn

competency used throughout Japan. 2 The original EIKEN items

were modified through replacement of selected words with

English translations of cat~30ry exemplars from the sixth

grade typicality rating task. Only English words which had

been introduced in the students' EFL texts were used.

Ninety-one exemplars, representing extremes of the

typicality ranges for each category, were selected from the

rated words studied by the students. 3 (These words are

marked on Appendix 5.) The only change made in the original

items was through this substitution of nouns. The ~ntactic

frames and, to the extent possible, the semantic sense of

the context, were retained.

The first 50 items on both POWKEN forms were identical

except for the one category exemplar in each item which was

of controlled typicality -- one form having an exemplar of

high typicality, and the other form having an exemplar of

low typicality. An example is given below.

(P(JIltEli-l)

3. This fruit is made ( ) vine.

1. into 2. of 3. to

(POWltEH-2 )

4. from

3. This fruit is made ( ) orange jUice.

1. into 2. of 3. to 4. from

In this example, the controlled exemplar is the direct
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object (orange juice / wine). In the judgment of the

Japanese sixth graders, orange juice is a typical exemplar

of the category -things to drink,- while wine is an

atypical exemplar.

Half of the first 50 test items contained typical

exemplars!' and half contained atypical exemplars. This was

also true of each page, with the order of the two types of

items having been randomly determined.

The test was to be a timed test, as are the EIKEN and

most Japanese EFL tests, and it was necessary to have th~

students complete all 50 typicality-controlled items in

order to have sufficient items to test the hypothesis. To

achieve this, ten additional items were added on to the end

of the test. These items were identical on both forms,

taken without modification from the EIKEN. They were not

included in any analyses, and served solely as filler to

ensure that the students would complete all of the

typicality-controlled items.

Pilot Testing: Prior to conducting a full scale study,

.a pilot study was conducted to determine if the POWKEN

instructions, forms, and proposed testing procedures were

appropriate for Japanese students, and to see if the results

were likely to support the hypothesis. The subjects were 17

Japanese high school students (10 females and 7 males) from

Japan, studying English for six weeks at the University of

Haw a i a, Duri n g the i r reg u 1 arc1 ass tim e they we r e
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administered the PCMKEN by the experimenter, the two forms

being distributed randomly.

The students reported no problems in understanding the

format of the test and follow ing the instructions, and all

item types were familiar to all of the subjects. Although

only words which had been introduced in the students' EFL

textbooks were used in the test items, it was possible that

the students would know more of the typi cal than the

atypical words used. Conseq uently, after the testing, the

sUbj ects were asked about the vocabulary used in the tests.

They reported that none of the typicality-controlled words

were unknown. Upon scoring the tests, it was found that

more typical items than atypical item were answered

correctly, the mean difference being 2.3 items (t= 3.79, P <

.01).

Procedure

The testing in the Japanese schools was done in the

students' regular classroom, during their scheduled English

class. The tests were administered by their regular English

teacher, who had received instructions from the

experimenter. In each class, POWKEN-l and POWKEN-2

(hereafter referred to as Form 1 and Form 2) were

distributed to the students on a random basis. The students

were not alerted to the fact that two forms ~ere being used.
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They were allowed to work at their own pace, and given 45

minutes to complete the test.

Results

Three students did not complete alISO items, and were

therefore omitted from all analyses, reducing the sample

size to 219. Out of the responses of the 219 students to 50

items each, only 87 (.8t) were missing or invalid -- the

response given was not one of the possible options. Invalid

responses were scored as missing. Reliability coefficients

(KR2 0 ) and descriptive statistics for both forms of the

POWKEN were calculated. They are presented in Table 5.

Table 5

POWKEN Reliability and Descriptive Statistics: By Pora

Form (KR20 ) n Range Mean Score sd
--------------------------------------------------

1 .88 108 13 - 47 33.4 7.63
2 .91 III 8 - 47 31.8 8.43

The table shows that performance overall on the two forms

was quite similar, and the internal reliability of both

forms was high.

FacilitatiQD ~ PerfQrmance ~ typicality

The main hypothesis in this study was that items

containing typical exemplars would be cQrrectly responded to

by more students than items concaf ru nq atypical exemplars.

Comparison Qf the mean number of students correct on typical

items (72.1) and the mean number of students correct on
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atypical items (70.5) showed the difference to be

statistically significant (t = 4.43, df = 98,· P < .01).4

D;~~~renc~s ~mQng SchnolR~ Individuals in~ ~Dicalitv

Effect

What factors, if any, are related to the students'

performance on typical versus atypical items? As the POWKEN

was administered at five schools in separate regions of

Japan, to students of both sexes and of varying levels of

English ability, the typicality effect could be looked at

across all of these dimensions. In addition to examining

the generalizability of the effect, such an analysis would

provide a test of the secondary ~pothesis that there would

be an ability by typicality interaction, and could provide

insight into the unexpectedly small magnitude of the effect.

For the purpose of this analysis, three scores were

calculated for each student: TOT -- the total number of

items correct on the test, TOT-T the total number of

typical items correct, and TOT-A the total number of

atypical items correct. The means and standard deviations

for each school, and across all schools on each of these

scores are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations of PbWKBB Scores: By School

School N TOT-T TOT-A TOT
---------------------------------------------------

1 45 17.78 17.02 34.80
(2.7) (2.4) (4.4)

2 42 10.05 9.39 19.50
(2.8) (2.3) (4.2)

3 44 19.61 17.89 37.50
(3.5) (3.5) (4.2)

4 43 19.52 18.40 37.51
(2.5) (3.1) (5.2)

5 45 18.09 14.84 32.93
(3.7) (4.0) (5.3)
----- ----- -----

Mean 17.09 15.57 32.56
sd (4.6) (4.5) (8.1)
Proportion .68 .62 .65
Range 2 - 24 4 - 24 8 - 46

---------------------------------------------------
Ability: The administrators at all five schools were

asked if they could prov ide in-school data on the students'

English performance, but unfortunately only one school

_ (School 3) could do so. It was decided therefore, to see if

TOT could be considered an appropriate indicator of overall

English proficiency. To examine this possibility, a

correlation was run between TOT and the number of items

correct on the School 3 students' final English examination

(a teacher-made test) from the previous semester (the POWKEN

was taken in the secQnd semester). The correlation was

quite high (r = .87, P < .01, n = 44). In the absence of
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other measures, then, it was decided to use TOT as the

measure of English competence among sUbjects.

School: From Table 6 it can be seen that there are

differences among the schools in the magni tude of the

typicality effect, School 5 being quite a bit higher (a

difference 3.25 items vs. 1.52 overall). It was possible,

then, that differences in the effect of typicality on the

students' performance could be attributable to differences

in the characteristics of the students or the instruction

between the school s,

~: As one of the schools (School 2) was all male,

males constituted 61% of the subjects, and so contributed

disproportionately to the mean performance. Thus, sex was

included as a variable in the analysis.

To determine if any or all of these three factors -

ability, school, and sex -- significantly interact with the

typicality effect, a factorial analysis of variance was

performed. The dependent measure was Score, with two

level s, each sUbj ect contributing both a score for the

typical items and one for the atypical items. The

independent variables were Typicality (whether the score was

from typical or atypical items), Ability, School, and Sex.

As the items, although matched, were diff erent on the tw 0

forms, it was also necessary to determine if typicality

varied as a function of form. All main effects and the

interaction of Typicality with the other four indeQendent
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variables were entered into the model. The results of the

analysis are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. -- Source Table: ANOVA on Typicality Bffect by
School, sex, and Ability: Main Effects and Interactions

Source df MS F P <
-----------------------------------------------------

Form 1 29.34 6.44 .05
Ability 1 2333.56 512.01 .01
School 4 1190.48 261.20 .01
Sex 1 3.21 0.71 NS
Typicality 1 254.69 55.88 .01
Typicality * Form 1 3.13 0.69 NS
Typicality * Ability 1 1.31 0.29 NS
Typicality * School 4 24.89 5.46 .01
Typicality * Sex 1 3.98 0.87 NS

Error 422 4.56
------------------------------------------------------

The effects of interest in the table are the main

effect for Typicality and the interactions with '!ypicality.

The interaction of sex with typicality was not significant.

Contrary to expectations, the interaction of school with

typicality was significant while the interaction with

. ability. was not.

To determine the source of the significant interaction

of Typicality and School, TUkey's (HSD) test for the

difference between means was performed. As might be

predicted from the means in Table 6, only school 5 differed

significantly (p < .05) from the other schools, showing a

much greater typicality effect. A possible explanation for

this difference will be presented in the discussion section.
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Although there was no significant interaction of

abil i ty with typical ity, it was possible that the mean

performance did not reflect the typicality effect at all

abil i ty level s, and that the sUbj e cc a' scores at diff erent

levels of ability across all schools would show differences

in performance on typical and atypical items. Therefore the

data were divided into quartiles based on TOT, and the means

for TOT-T and TOT-A were determined for each quartile as

shown in Table 8.

~able 8

TO'l-T and TO'l-A lIeans for POWEES Subjects: By Quartile

01 02 03 04

TOT-A

TOT-T

9.7 15.3 17.2 20.1

11.2 16.4 19.4 21.3

Table 8 shows that the typical items show a similar pattern

of advantage over the atypical items across all ability

levels.

POWKEN Item Content Analysis

An analysis of the items on the POWKEN was conducted in

order to determine if the effect of typicality varies as a

function of the nature of the test items. The difference

between the proportion of students who took the typical form

and got it correct, and the proportion correct on the

atypical form was calculated for each of the 50 pairs of

items -- in effect scoring each item for the typicality
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effect. These proportions are presented in Table 9 for each

of the seven item types. Following each item type in the

table is the page number{s) on the POWKEN (Appendix 9) in

which these items can be found.

Table 9. -- Proportion Correct on Typical and Atypical
Items: By Item Type

Item Type Typical Atypical Overall

Reading (136 & 139) .86 .81 .83
Mixed word order (140) .58 .53 .56
Word insertion (135) .65 .60 .62
Word choice and insertion (138) .54 .57 .55
Cloze (134, 137, & 143) .68 .60 .64
Paraphrase (142) .75 .64 .70
Question and answer (14l) .68 .60 .64

Mean .68 .62 .65

As the table makes clear, none of the item types showed a

particularly strong effect for typicality. The strongest,

showing a difference of 11%, which would translate into only

24 out of 217 students, was paraphrase. As in the example

below from the POWKEN, the paraphrase items required that

the students understand the semantic sense of the first

sentence in order to give the same sense to the second

sentence by choosing the most appropriate word.

Turn to the left and you will see the public bath.

If you turn to the.left, you will ( ) the pUblic bath.

1. find 2. ;aeet 3. learn ~. kOmi

In this example any of the choices are possible

syntactically, but only one is semantically appropriateo
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Also requiring deeper semantic than syntactic analysis

were the cloze items, and here, although the difference

bett~een the proportion correct on the typical v s, the

atypical forms is not very great, it was the case that more

of the cloze items differentiated between the typical and

atypical forms than any other item type. Ten out of the 18

cloze items showed this pattern. Cloze items require the

student to complete a sentence by determining the response

which best fits into a blank as in the following example

from the POW KEN.

I don' t know ( ) Mary bought the green peas.

1. how many 2. who 3. what 4. where

Although some cloze items could be solved by syntactic

analysis, most requir~ a deeper level of understanding of

the item content as it is not possible to determine the

correct answer to such items by s¥ntactic analysis alone.

Both Cloze and paraphrase items arguably require a

greater depth of semantic analysis in order to activate "the

relevant schemas which make the correct choice evident.

Oller (1973), who found a high correlation between

performance on cloze tasks and L2 proficiency, writes, ·The

information provided in the cloze test allows the student by

analysis to synthesize a greater whole· (p, 114). Again,

the degree of facilitation by the typical exemplar .as not

high, however the tendency of these items to show the

typicality effect is intriguing. We will return to this
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point in Chapter Six, in discussion of implications for

further research.

Finally, although it was expected that items in a

reading passage format would be the m~ effective way to

test for the typicality effect, in fact, for these students

at least, this was not the case. This may be because the

richer context provided by the reading passages reduces the

need for typical exemplars, the increased coherence in

continuous text making typicality redundant. The lack of

effect may also be partially due to the fact that the

reading passages were relatively easy, with a mean

difficulty of 83%, compared to 65% on the test overall.

Encountering the atypical exemplars in an easy passage may

have allowed the students to focus even more on the passage

content in order to adjust for the unexpected word, and

consequently they made fewer mistakes.

Additionally, although the students needed to

comprehend the passage to answer the items correctly, the

items themselves did not test compr ehensd on of the passage

as much as selection of appropriate words given a syntactic

context. Thus these items may not have tapped semantic

processing as much as would have been the case in a more

comprehension oriented format in which the students would

answer questions about passage content.
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Discussion

The results from the POW KEN support the arguments

presented for the facilitation of performance on FL

assessment instruments due to activation of appropriate

schemas through encountering typical category exemplars.

Among EFL test items which differed only in typicality,

more students overall responded correctly to the typical

form of the items, and further it was found that this effect

was consistent across the subjects at five different

schools, regardless of sex, and overall English ability.

The item content analysis shows that the typicality

effect varies only slightly as a function of item type, with

a tendency for more items of the cloze type to show the

effect than other types, and with paraphrase items show ing

the largest difference in proportion correct on typical and

atypical items. This may be because the presence of typical

exemplars is more likely to facilitate performance in those

items requiring more semantic analysis, however this is a

question for further researc~ The expectation that those

items related to a reading passage would show a strong

effect was not fulfilled, perhaps due to the enriched

context which made typicality less of a factor, or the fact

that the reading items required more syntactic than semantic

analysis.

One further observation, although impressionistic, may

shed some light on the finding of a significant interaction
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of typicality with schools. The researcher was able to

observe English classes, and to talk with English teachers

about their classes, at all five of the schools

participating in the study. In the two schools at which the

typicality effect was the lowest (schools I and 2 [see Table

6]), the focus of the English instruction was observed to be

primarily on the syntactic aspects of English, along with

translation of sentences into Japanese. At the other three

schools the focus was more on use of the language for

communication, involving more speaking and listening

practice in the classroom. This was especially

characteristic of schoolS, the one which, as has been

shown, showed a significantly higher typicality effect.

It may be, then, that regardless of overall ability,

students learning EFL through focus on grammatical features

will be less affected by typicality in test items because

they do not rely as heavily on semantic analysis in order to

comprehend text. On the other hand, students who learn in

an environment in which the focus is on the communicative

aspects of language, have been trained to attend to the

semanti c components of the language, and theref ore may be

more likely to build up contextually relevant expectations

while processing te%t. When these expectations are

fulfilled through encountering typical category exemplars,

their comprehension may be enhanced.
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It must be kept in mind that Japanese eleventh grade

students are already quite advanced in their study of

English, having studied the language for five years.

Consequently," it can be expected that they will differ from

introductory level students in the extent to which

typicality will impact on their EFL test performance.

One reason for this could be that the perceptions of

typicality of the high school students vary from those of

the sixth graders. Data which supports this possibility are

presented in the following chapter.

FOOTNOTES

IThrough the pilot test it was determined that the subjects
could be expected to know and recognize the English form of
all of the loan words.

2There are four Eiken tests, at four difficulty levels,
appropriate for third year junior high, third year high
school, college graduates, and very advanced students. They
are produced and administered commercially by a private
publishing company, not by the Ministry of Education. The
vocabulary and grammatical structures tested, however, do
correspond with those taught in the Ministry-approved public
school EFL texts. The tests have both an oral and a written
component, the latter being mostly multiple choice questions
on vocabulary and syntax, and short passages to test reading
skill. The test is changed every year; previous editions are
sold in bookstores as study gUides, and are in the public
domain. Through analysis of the previous five years'
versions of the fourth (junior high) level test, discussion
with Japanese high school English teachers, as well as the
researcher's personal experience in teaching classes in
Japan to prepare students to take the EIKEN, it was
determined that the written portion of the third (high
school) level would be appropriate for this research.

3No exemplars from the categories Mtree" and Uplant~ were
selected. This is because, to Japanese childrenl all of the
possible (known in English) atypical exemplars in these
categories are, at the same time, typical exemplars of other
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categories. An example is "rose, II which the students see as
an atypi cal ~, but a typical flower.

4The statistical test for significance in the difference
between the proportions is complicated, since neither a test
of independent nor of dependent measures is clearly
appropriate for this data. Although each sUbject responded
to both typical and atypical items, since there were two
forms of the POWKEN, not all of the students took the same
sets of typical and atypical items. The 108 students who
took form 1 responded to the typical form of 25 different
items than the 111 students who took form 2, and the same is
true of the atypical items.

Therefore, due to the nature of the data, the clearest
test of the difference in performance on the two item types
was obtained by testing the significance of the difference
between the mean number of subjects responding correctly to
typical and atypical items. This is appropriate because the
average proportion of subjects getting a set of items
correct is the same as the average proportion of items in
the set which were answered correctly.

The two means were considered to come from independent
samples. That is, typical and atypical items, across forms,
were considered separate tests of 50 items each, taken by
all sUbjects. The mean number of students correctly
responding on each was then compared. The effect of
performing a t-test for independent samples in this case is
that the variance estimate due to subjects is probably
somew hat inflated, making the use of this test rather
conservative statistically.
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CBAPrER V

COMPARISON OF TYPICALITY JUDGMENTS ACROSS GRADES

AND IN JAPANESE EFL TEXTBOOKS

One possible reason for the small magnitude of the

typicality effect found on the PCMKEN could be differences

between eleventh and sixth graders' perception of the.

typicality of the category exemplars used. As the exemplars

used on the POWKEN were selected based on the judgments of

sixth graders, it is possible that the typicality of those

exemplars is perceived differently by older students, such

as those who took the POWKEN. If this is the case, it could

have influenced the magnitude of the typicality effect. The

follow ing st udy was underta ken to investi gate the

differences between the typicality judgments of the two age

groups, and how these differences relate to the POW KEN

results.

Method

Subjects

The SUbjects were 132 (51 female, 81 male) eleventh

grade (16-17 years old) Japanese students at three high

schools in Japan (Schools 1, 2, and 5 of the five POWKEN

s I tes), the students at these school s having been randomly

assigned as intact classes to either the POWKEN or the

typi cal i ty task.
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Materials

The materials were identical to those used to determine

the typicality jUdgments of the sixth grade children

(Chapter 2). They consisted of 22 lists of category

exemplars written in Japanese and divided into two booklets

of 11 categories each. The categories McolorM and

Mrelative Mwere not included in this study. (See Appendix 4

for the forms used.)

Procedure

The st udents completed the task in thei r regula"r

classrooms. The procedure followed was identical to that

used in the sixth grade stUdy. Administration was handled

by the regular homeroom teachers, who had been instructed in

the procedures by the experimenter. The instructions, in

Japanese, were read to the students and all questions were

answered. (The instructions to teachers and students, along

with the English translations, are given in Appendices 6 and

7). The students were given 30 minutes to complete the

task.

Results

All of the students completed the task in the allotted

time. The teachers reported no cases in which the students

had difficUlty completing the task. The ratings across the

two forms were combined, and the mean typicality for each of

the exemplars across all students was calculated (see

Appendix 5).
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To determine the degree of agreement between the two

groups on the relative order of the exemplars based on

typicality, rank order correlations were calculated for each

category as shown in Table 10.

Table 10. -- Comparison of Grade 6 and Grade 11 Typicality
Ratings: Correlations and Means

Category r s p Grade 6 Grade 11
------------------------------------------------------

Thing to drink
Bird
Tree
Building
Writing implement
Animal
Plant
Thing to wear
Toy
Musical instrument
Sport
Profession
Hardware
Place to live
Machine
Food
Clothing
Fruit
Furniture
Vehicle
Flower
Vegetable

All categories

.49 **

.84 **
• 78 **
.82 -*
.94 **
.90 *-
.75 -
.40 *
.64 -*
.75 -*
.78 -*
.52 •
.58 •
.78 -*
.78 *.
.43 *
.66 -.92 _.
.80 **
.89 .*
.82 -.90 _.

.74 **

3.65
3.64
3.22
3.10
3.17
3.46
3.36
3.92
3.60
3.40
3.45
3.52
3.36
3.63
3.19
2.93
3.37
3.05
3.30
3.67
2.91
3.23

3.37

2.82
2.64
3.30 •
2.77
3.27 t
2.80
2.86
3.20
2.90
2.82
2.82
2.98
2.74
3.16
2.92
2.64
2.55
2.50
2.76
2.91
2.44
2.71

2.83

Note:
• indicates p < .05.

_. indicates p < .01.
I indicates means not significantly different (p < .05).

As can be seen from the table, the correlations ranged

from .40 ("thing to wear") to .94 ("writing implement ..).
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The correlation across all categories was quite high, r =
.74 (p < .01).

To test the hypothesis that there would be change in

the absolute judgments of typicality across the two age

groups, analysis of variance was conducted to examine both

the overall effect for age group (Grade) and possible

differences among the categories. The results are presented

in Table 11.

Table 11. -- Source ~able: ANOVA of Grade 6 and Grade 11
TYpicality Ratings Across and Among categories

p <FMSdfSource
I------------------------------------------------------

Grade
Category
Grade .. Category
Error

1
21
21

1044

77.81
2.13

.88

.98

79.59
2.18

.90

.01

.01
NS

In general, the high school students judged the exemplars to

be significantly more typical than did the elementary school

students (mean ratings: Grade 6, 3.37; Grade 11, 2.83). To

determine which of the category means were different from

one another, Tukey·s aso test of means was performed. It

was found that the difference was statistically significant

for all categories except -,tree" and "w riting implement."

A separate analysis was run on just the 91 category

exemplars used on the POW KEN to determine if the overall

relationship found between the two age groups holds for this

set of exemplars as well. The difference between the means

(Grade 6, 3.35; Grade 11, 2.75) was statistically

significant (t = 3.45, df = 180, P < .01). ThuS the older
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students considered the exemplars used in the test items to

be more typical than did the sixth graders.

Typicality Differences and the POWKEN Results

To the extent possible, the exemplars used in the

POW KEN were chosen to represent the extremes of the

typicality range, being, in each category, the most typical

and atypical exemplars known in English by the sixth

graders. However, the POWKEN was taken by eleventh-grade

students, and we have seen that for the older students the

exemplars are more typical. It could be, then, that this

age-related shift toward highly typical ratings of the

exemplars attenuated the difference in test performance.

The comparison made was no longer between performance .on

typical versus atypical test items, rather it was between

-highly typical- versus -moderately typical- ones. Viewed

in this light, the small effect size is not so surprising.

Nevertheless, one would still expect that the greater

the difference in typicality ratings, the larger the test

performance difference would be. Therefore a correlation

between typicality rating differences of the exemplars used

in each of the paired items and the differences in

proportion correct for the same paired items was calculated.

Given the restricted range of the data, the statistically

significant correlation of .35 (p < .05) is encouraging. It

suggests, though indirectly, that if exemplars in test items
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were chosen from age-appropriate typicality norms to

represent the extremes of the typicality range, the test

would be more sensitive to the facilitative effect of highly

typical items.

Discussion

The results of these analyses show that there is indeed

change with age in the Japanese students' perceptions of the

typicality of the category exemplars, and specifically, of

those used on the POW KEN. Although on the whole there is a

high degree of agreement as to t.he order of the items withi"n

categories, in general the older students see these

exemplars as more typical.

These findings are consistent with those of Posnansky

(1978), and with the theoretical perspective of Adams and

Bullock (1986), who proposed that with age, our judgments of

typicality change, coming gradually to conform to the adult

norms for that society. Adams and Bullock write, ..... the

process of word learning is best viewed as one of converging

on those patterns of word use found in particular modules of

the culture" (p. 160).

Particularly as it has been shown (Jenkins & Dixon,

1983) that, during the late elementary and junior high

grades, childrenis vocabularies grow tremendously, we should

expect concurrent change in their perceptions of the world,

and how specif ic words f it into thei r expanding categories.

Within categories, specific exemplars do not greatly change
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their position relative to one another, but overall they

become less differentiated from the prototype, as other,

more obscure exemplars, are learned.

Due to these age related differences, the exemplars

used on the POW KEN did not represent the extremes of

category membership for the eleventh graders as strongly as

they did for the sixth graders. The correlation found

between the extent to which the typicality of the paired

exemplars differ and the difference in proportion correct

for the paired items provide an indication that had the

exemplars in these items been chosen from age-appropriate

norms, the facilitation by typicality would have been

greater.

An example of how this could work is found in the

sample POWKEN item given in Chapter 4. In that example the

typical exemplar is ·orange juice,· which had a typicality

-rating'of 2.63 for the sixth graders, and the atypical

exemplar is ·w ine, II which had a rating of 5.13. For the

eleventh graders, on the other hand, the ratings were 1.98

and 3.31, respectively. The difference between the

t¥Picality of the two exemplars is almost twice as great for

the younger students. It can be anticipated, therefore,

that the size of the typicality effect on an FL assessment

instrument such as the POWKEN will be in part a function of
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the age of the subjects, i.e., how close in age they are to

those from whom the typicality jUdgments were obtained.

Typicality and Japanese EFL Textbooks

If typical exemplars assist students in processing FL

materials, to what extent do the materials for English

instruction in Japan take advantage of this effect (however

inadvertantly) by using category exemplars which are

considered highly typical by Japanese students? To answer

this question, a content analysis of current Japanese EFL

texts was performed. For this analysis, the textbook series

that was reported by the teachers at the five school s

involved in the POWKEN study as being the most commonly used

in public junior high schools (grades 7-9) -- the ~ Crown

English Series (1985) -- was selected.

Of the 499 nouns in the three vol umes of the series,

65 are the English form of category exemplars produced and

. then rated for typicality by the sixth graders (Chapter 2).

The mean typicality rating of the 65 words is 2.77 (sd =

.77), showing that taken as a whole, the words are

considered relatively typical by the sixth graders. (They

are slightly more typical [2.28] to the eleventh graders.)

From this alone, it could be assumed that the EFt textbooks

are presenting categorL e~ernplars which are well matched to

the students: perceptions.

However, also in the texts are words which fall into

the 22 categories l but which were not produced in the
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elicitation task, or were produced by only one student, and

should therefore be considered of low typicality. When

these words are included, and the words are ~hen divided

into equal bands of high, moderate, and low typicality

(based on the sixth grade judgments), a clearer picture

emerges, as shown in Table 12.

Table 12. -- Distribution of category Exemplars in BFL Texts
by ~picality Range

Range

High

Moderate

Low

Total

Sum

22

41

102

165

Percentage

13%

25%

62%

100%

The table shows that, of the words in the New Crown series

which are exemplars of the 22 categories, very few are

considered by Japanese elementary school students to be

. highly typical. Over half of the words used are either of

low typicality, or do not occur at all when students are

asked to provid~ examples of these categories.

If the category exemplars introduced in the EFL series

are not perceived by the learners as highly typical, are

they at least representative of the relative frequency of

words in English? Ri chards (1974) has shown that the

vocabulary for EFL texts is often selected based on

frequency in English, the assumption being that more
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frequent words are more important, and less difficult to

learn. Yet, he notes, words of high frequency may not convey

the amount of information that other, less frequently

encountered terms do.

Even among native speakers, a great deal of variability

is found among studies of the relationship between English

word frequency and word knowledge, depending on how both

frequency and knowledge are measured (Graves, Boettcher, &

Peacock, 1980; Power & White, 1985). However, in the

absence of better selection criteria, it makes intuitive

sense to introduce L2 learners to the words they are most

likely to encounter in the target language.

To determine if in fact the words in the New Crown

series are highly frequent in English, the 499 nouns in the

series were matched against a list of the 4650 most frequent

words in printed school English (grades K-12) found in the

American Heritage H~ FreQuency Book (Carroll, Davies, &

Richman, 1971 -- hereafter the WFB). This list was derived

from a wide variety of printed materials used in American

schools. The words in the WFB can be grouped into frequent,

moderately frequent, and infrequent bands on a stratified

basis (Nagy & Anderson, 1984) which takes into account that

the vast bulk of the corpus is highly infrequent.

Table 13 shows how the words in the EFL series are

distributed relative to the WFB corpus.
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Table 13

Prequen~ Distribution of Nouns in BPL Texts by WPB Range

Group

Frequent

Moderate

Infrequent

Frequency

213

200

86

Percent

42.7

40.1

17.2

Cumulative %

42.7

82.8

100.0
-------------------------------------------------------

From Table 13 it would seem that the words to which the

Japanese students are exposed in the EFL texts are

reasonably frequent in printed school English.

One last question may be asked about the vocabulary

presented in Japanese EFL texts. Given that the vocabulary

seems to be selected based on frequency and not on

typicality, to what extent do frequency and typicality

overlap? Will 'selecting vocabulary based on target language

frequency (a much more efficient process given that

typicality norms are not presently available) result in

the inclusion of vocabulary which is also highly typical?

To investigate the relationship between typicality and

frequency, a rank order correlation was computed between the

typicality ratings of the 65 words in the EFL texts for

which ratings are available, and the.corresponding ranks of

their English equivalents in the WFB. This was done once

for the sixth grade ratings, and again for the high school

ratings. The results show that although there is a

significant relationship at both grades, it is not very
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strong at either grade (Gr.6: r = .27, P < .05; Gr.ll: r =
.25, P < .05). This finding matches that of Mervis, Catlin,

and Rosch (1976), who found no significant correlation

between individual word frequency and typicality in data

from American subjects.

SWIUIlary

The results of these analyses suggest that the Japanese

EFL texts examined do not draw upon the typicality notions

of students to aid them in their study of English. The

words used are among the more frequent in English, but there

is not sufficient overlap between the frequency (of these

words at least) in English and native language typicality

jUdgments to expect much facilitation of text processing

through the activation of relevant schemas and background

knowledge.

Although selection of EFL vocabulary by frequency may

.be preferable to random selection, it fails to take into

account the internal structure of the categories being dealt

with, the feature that the Ll studies cited in Chapter 1

have shown to have an impact on learning. It is intuitively

obvious that highly infrequent words are more likely to be

atypical, but many frequent words are also atypical ~hen

considered as exemplars of specific categories.

Naturally, lacking a study of EFL learning in which

typicality is a manipulated variable, we cannot say with
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certainty that selection of category exemplars based on

typicality will be beneficial. On the other hand, the

results of the research reported throughout this

dissertation lends some support for that contention.

Further research may establish that EFL text developers

would do well to look at typicality and assess its potential

for improving the effectiveness of their materials.

FOOTNOTE

lThis was established through asking two adult native
speakers of Japanese at the University of Hawaii to judge
which of the 499 nouns in the series could be considered
members of the 22 categories on the elicitation task.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

Summary

The following is a brief review of the hypotheses and

results of the three main studies presented in this

dissertation.

The first study explored the question of the

universality of Rosch's model of categorization,

specifically the applicability of the horizontal dimension

to the categorization of Japanese school Children. The

hypothesis was that the findings in studies with American

subjects would be replicated in that the children would

provide a variety of category exemplars on an elicitation

task, and that their responses to a rating task would

demonstrate the internal structure of their categories.

This hypothesis was supported. When asked in their own

language to produce exemplars of categories, the children

·showed that they found the categories, and the task,

meaningful. They provided a variety of responses, some of

which were mentioned by many of the students and some of

which were seldom mentioned. When later asked to rate these

exemplars for goodness of example, they again demonstrated

that this concept was meaningful to them. Their responses

showed that they viewed these category members as varying in

typicality, and there was consistency among their ratings.
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The POWKEN study addressed the role of typicality in

EFL assessment. It was hypothesized that test items written

with culturally appropriate typical category exemplars would

be answered correctly by more students than items written

with atypical exemplars. This hypothesis was supported,

although the effect was perhaps attenuated by differences

between the typicality ratings of the subjects in the norm

sample and those who took the assessment instrument. The

expectation that the facilitation by typicality would

interact with EFL ability was not supported.

To better understand the results of the POWKEN study,

typicality judgments were obtained from Japanese students

comparable to those in the POW KEN study, the hypothesis

being that the jUdgmen~s would differ from those of the

children in the first study. The results supported this

hypothesis. When these students were asked to jUdge the

typicality of the category exemplars, the relative placement

of exemplars within the categories was found to be very

similar to that of the younger students, but overall the

exemplars were rated as significantly more typical.

General Discussion and Conclusions

Speech is a human activity that varies without
assignable limit as we pass from social group to social
group, because it is a In) ••• historical heritage of
the group, the product of long continued social usage.
It varies as all creative effort varies -- not as
consciously perhaps, but none the less as truly as do
the religions, the beliefs, the customs, and the arts
of different peoples (Sapir, 1921).
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Language is the primaty means whereby we interact with

significant people and objects within our environment.

Through language we represent our own thoughts and

attitudes, and through language we come to know the thoughts

and attitudes of others. When we express ourselves through

language, however, we reflect not only our own ideas and

perspectives, but those of our culture and of the people who

have influenced us from early childhood. In this sense, all

of us, whenever we speak, speak with the voice of experience

and with the voice of our forebearers.

Throughout this dissertation we have been working with

a model which proposes that, through our cultural and

personal histories, we develop certain perceptions of how

concepts and obj ects may be organized into, and structured

within, categor ies. The model predi ct s, and studies have

confirmed, that performance on many cognitive tasks is to an

extent determined by those category perceptions. Along with

others of similar backgrounds, we share ideas on what is and

what is not appropriate, or likely, or even possible, in a

certain context. Those ideas can be at the level of seeing

a physical object as a good example of a category (MThe

Studebaker, now that was a car!"), or they can be embedded

in schemas, bringing into play the actions, concepts, or

other objects perceived as associated with the objects of

our thought, be they automobiles or picnics with the family.
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Tne implications of the Roschian model are far-reaching

and cover many domains. Through the research presented

herein, aspects of the model have been successfully applied

cross-culturally, and have been shown to have an impact in

an area not previously investigated from this perspective,

assessment of foreign language acquisition.

The responses of the Japanese school children

on the elicitation and rating tasks demonstrated that

members of another culture structure their categories along

the horizontal dimension of typicality as do Americans.

These findings provide support for the universality of the

horizontal dimension of Rosch's model, while allowing for

cUlture-specific variation in category membership.

Additionally, this provides evidence that as one learns

more of the world, perceptions of category membership

change. This may be because members learned earlier become

less differentiated from the prototype as new items come

into the categories and become the more extreme examples.

The finding of age related differences supports and provides

cross-cultural evidence for the concept, developed by Adams

and Bullock (1986), of category development as a process of

convergence whereby the child comes gradually to use words

as do adults in the same language community.

This convergence phenomenon deserves much further

investigation, perhaps initially focusing on establishing

the stability of the.finding reported here, and determining
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the extent of their generalizability across Japanese school

children. Elicitation data could be obtained from children

at more schools, and in various regions of the country, as

well as from children of as many ages as possible. Together

with the existing data, this would provide a picture of the

development of Japanese category concepts. Also, if as

Adams and Bullock (1986) suggest, category concepts come to

approximate adult norms, what are the norms for adult

Japanese, and are the children's typicality perceptions

moving in that direction? Especially informative would be

the results of an elicitation study conducted with Japanese

high school students. This would enable us to make

comparisons of the full range of exemplars within the

categories across the age groups, whereas in the present

study the comparisons were of necessity limited to those

items elicited from the younger children.

Whatever the findings of such research, it is clear

from the results so far that among Japanese school children,

the classical view of categories as having membership

determined by criterial features, and having no internal

structure (all exemplars are created equal), is not an

accurate description of how these children organize objects

in their world.

The POWKEN study further extends the typicality model

within a perspective provided by an integration of
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typicality with a schema activation model of language

processing. This perspective leads to the expectation that

the use of cUlturally appropriate typical exemplars will

facilitate pr~cessing of FL materials through activation of

appropriate schemas. This effect was demonstrated by the

performance of the Japanese high school students who took

the POW KEN. Regardless of sex or EFL ability, the students

performed better on items containing typical exemplars than

on matched items containing atypical exemplars.

The magnitude of the typicality effect on the POW KEN

was not very large. Several possible explanations for the

small effect size were investigated, and no doubt each of

them contributed to some extent. They may in fact interact

in unexpected ways. The item analysis showed that the

magnitude of the effect did not vary greatly as a function

of item type. However, the paraphrase items, which require

a higher degree of semantic analysis than the other item

types, showed the greatest typicality effect. Also, the

tendency of cloze items to show the effect (however small)

provides further evidence that the facilitative effect of

typical exemplars may be particularly evident in test items

which require more semantic processing.

Additionally, the effect was significantly larger at

the school in which the curriculum was observed to be

communication-oriented. This leads to the possible

interpretation that if a curriculum emphasizes communicative
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aspects of the language and thereby causes the students to

focus more on semantic rather than structural features, then

the likelihood increases that text comprehensl0n will be

facilitated by the use of typical exemplars.

To further clarify the findings of the POW KEN study,

several questions should be empirically resolved, and the

results so far give an indication of directions for more

powerful tests of the effect. The correlation found between

the typicality effect and the magnitude of the difference

between the typicality rating of the typical and atypical

exemplars in paired items suggests that age-appropriate

norms should be used in future studies. Once category

elicitation and the subsequent typicality rating data from

older students are available, this will provide a wider

range of typicality judgments with which to test the effect.

Additionally, although the present study involved test

.items w·hich followed a Japanese standardized test format, in

future assessment studies, items could be designed in which

the dimension of semantic versus syntactic focus is

manipulated. This would help to establish the extent of the

interaction of these factors with typicality.· Too few items

were so clearly distinguishable in the current POWKEN to

allow more than indications.

It had been hypothesized that low ability students

would be aided more by typical exemplars in the test items,
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but this was not the case. It may be, though, that such

students are more likely to focus on structural features in

such items, and so do not engage in the level of processing

which taps the typicality effect. The inclusion of more

items testing semantic analysis could help determine if this

is the case. One format for such items which is consistent

with the schema activation model could be a reading .

comprehension task in which the student is tested on

comprehension of the content of a passage. A further

limitation of the POWKEN study was that the ability by

typicality interaction could only be tested through the use

of the total score on the POWKEN as the EFL ability measure.

A reliable external measure should be used in future

research.

Many facinating questions remain open for further

research into typicality and FL acquisitio~ Of great

interest would be an investigation into the

interrelationships between typicality, schema activation,

and comprehension in first languages. This could be tested

through a variety of means, perhaps involving reaction time

and / or recall tasks. It is a reasonable hypothesis that

typicality facilitates comprehension in first languages, but

this remains to be demonstrated. Support for this

hypothesis would strengthen the arguments for further

research into typicality effects in foreign languages, and
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perhaps native language sUbjects could serve as a comparison

group in such research.

The role of typicality in the initial acquisition of FL

is also worth investigation. Public school EFL instruction

in Japan is usually conducted through translation (largely

word-by-word), grammar explanation, and some oral drilling

of set patterns. As few of the teachers are fluent in the

spoken language, there is a good deal of reliance on the

text as the primary source of English language input. In a

recent survey of Japanese EFL classes conducted by Day (R.

Day, personal communication, May 5, 1986), it was found that

only two -per cent; of the instructional time in Japanese EFL

classes was spent on activities conducted in English.

Clearly in such a situation there will be heavy emphasis on

the materials at hand.

If typicality plays a role in schema activation and

processing of FL materials, the analysis of the EFL text

series make it evident that the text developers do not, even

unintentionally, avail themselves of this. Rather, as

anticipated, the category exemplars in the texts are in

closer congruence with frequency counts of words in American

school materials than they are with cUlture-specific

typicality perceptions. For those students for whom degree

of schema activation is an important aspect of their

comprehension or performance in other FL skills, the results

of the present studies suggest that it is worth
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investigating t~e potentially facilitative effect of

incorporating cUlture-specific typicality notions in the

design of those materials.

Although this dissertation has provided some

indications that typicality could playa significant role in

FL learning, a direct investigation of this possibility is

necessary. Clearly a demonstration of a typicality effect

in the initial acquisition of a range of linguistic and

functional features is desirable, perhaps through an

experiment comparing classes using different materials.

Further, although the current research has dealt only with

nouns, it is possible that typicality has an impact on such

aspects of language as the use of idiomatic expressions.

Even syntactic structures may have prototypes, and may be

more effectively introduced through typical usages. Perhaps

there is a prototype, for example, of the the use of -of- in

. English, so that one would more profitably teach the usage

-A roomful of hungry cats," before moving on to ·Herman is

afraid of snakes,· or "What can you be thinking of?"

In whatever instructional or assessment context, if use

of cUlturally appropriate typical concepts in FL materials

and instruction can aid the students' entry into the new

language; it is worth considering making some adjustments to

avail our seLve s and the students of this advantage.
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Whenever and in whatever context cultures come into

contact, there is the chance of a mismatch of concepts.

When individuals are commum catu.nq in a language not native

to one or both of them, the likelihood of mismatches

multiplies, and when individuals are learning a foreign

language, the chance of encountering unfamiliar uses of

familia~ concepts approaches certainty.

As an example, when teaching new FL vocabulary to a

class, it is hard to know to what extent that which is being

taught matches that which is being learned. When the

teacher holds up a toy bear and models the new word "bear,"

she/he is making the assumption that Aristotle did, that

this object, meeting certain criteria, is a bear, and

therefore everyone will perceive it as such. If it were

possible to be objective about -Teddy,· though, one might

notice that the object does not look much like a bear in a

zoo. To the students, this object may be such an atypical

"exemplar of the category ·bear" that it is put into another

category altogether, perhaps -toy,· or -dog,· or they may

assume, as the author once did in an FL class, that the

teacher is holding up a random object and the target word is

-thing."

Translation might help, if the problem is noticed.

However, if the students are satisfied, and are able to

complete the pattern drills -- "That 'bear: is brown," uThe

'bear' went over the mountain," -- the teacher will be
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satisfied, and the class will move on, perhaps slowly

building up misconceptions until either the need for

clarification becomes evident, or things break down

entirely. The resultant effect on the students' attitudes

toward learning the language may be best expressed by the

ti tle of a recent EFL review -- "May I Kill the Native

Speaker?" (Pai kday, 1985).

To the extent that we are able to determine the source

of such mismatched concepts, and thereby minimize

misunderstandings and maximize learning, we will be making

the best possible use of the opportunities arising from

learning across cultures. Within the con t e xt; of FL

acquisition, awareness of the learners' perceptions of the

organization of the concepts being studied will not only be

likely to facilitate learning, it will better enable us to

deal with these concepts at the level which is the most

.meaningful to the learners, the level which is particularly

appropriate for them in the context of their culture and

experience.
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'APPENDIX 2

category Elicitation Task

Instructions to the Teachers

[English Version]

Test Administration Procedures

1. Hand out a booklet to each student.

The students should not open the booklets until you have

finished reading the instructions.

2. Please read the instructions to the students.

Please answer any questions they may have.

3. It is very important that the students write their grade

and sex, so please check to see that they have done

so. It is not necessary that they write their names.

4. Have them start after writing their grade and sex.

During the task, please be careful that the students do

not talk with each other or look at other students'

papers.

5. When the students have completed the task, collect all

the papers.
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APPENDIX 3

catego~ Elicitation Task

Instructions to the Students

(English Version)

I'm going to ask you about some words in Japanese.

This isn't a test, there aren't any right or wrong answers,

so there's no need to worry. You'll get a booklet of papers,

and on each sheet you'll see a word. I want you to wri te on

each sheet all of the different kinds of that thing that you

can thi nk of.

For example, if the word were "Colors," you could write

"red," "yellow," "green," "blue," etc. Any questions?

Write as many examples as you can think of. If you ·run out

of space you can use the back of the paper too. Then go on

to the next page and the next word, O.K.?

When you write your answers, please don't use Chinese

charact~rs, write in hiragana o~ katakana.

Before you start, write your sex and your year in

school on the cover sheet. Don't wri te your name. Have you

finished that? Then you may begin. When you finish page one

go on to page tw 0, three, and so forth.
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APPENDIX 5

category Exemplars In Elicitation and Typicality Tasks

With Sixth and Eleventh Grade Typicality Ratings

[NOTE: Exemplars most frequently mentioned in the first
four responses on the elicitation task are marked with 1*.1
Items used on the POWKEN are marked with 1'.1)
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THIN:; TO DRINK

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
* barley tea 1.85 1.31 1.55 1.15
*i tea 2.32 1.63 1.95 1.63
*1 orange juice 2.63 1.58 1.98 1. 72
*1 water 2.75 1.95 1.79 1. 79

mixed juice 2.78 1.58 3.00 1. 78
i apple juice 2.80 1.65 2.30 1.42

Japanese tea 3.01 1.92 2.77 1.87
lemon drink 3.03 1.92 3.48 1.80
lemon squash 3.04 1.73 2.62 1.48
Yakulto 3.14 1.74 3.70 1.84
oolong tea 3.18 1.95 2.57 1.61
Calpis 3.23 1.57 2.13 1.56
orange juice with pu.l p 3.25 1.80 '3.30 1.91
peach juice 3.27 1.62 3.00 2.05
cider 3.43 1.78 2.08 1.13
lemon lime 3.44 1.87 2.21 1.42
brown tea 3.51 2.12 2.73 1.91
pineapple juice 3.52 1.72 2.75 1.56
milk-coffee 3.53 1.78 3.34 1.89
cream soda 3.61 1.68 3.11 2.20
coffee 3 .. 67 1.91 1.80 1.65
iced coffee 3.70 1.87 2.31 1.34
mineral water 3.76 2.38 3.36 2.14
Fanta orange 3.81 1.81 2.77 1.72
green tea 3.83 2.28 3.45 1.96
Fanta grape 3.89 1.82 2.25 1.45
soda water 4.08 1.87 3.18 2.00

i cola 4.67 2.13 1.90 1.50
grape wine 4.89 2.03 4.09 1.90
beer 4.97 1.87 2.73 1.93

i wine 5.13 1.89 3.31 1.91
i whiskey 5.41 1.67 3.44 1. 79

Taco High 5.47 1.84 4.79 1.99
brandy 5.57 1.70 4.21 1.84
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BIRD

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
nightingale 2.12 1.40 1.58 1.01

* macaw 2.20 1.48 1.75 1.34
swan 2.37 1.75 1.53 1.02
crane 2.47 1.73 1.77 1.17

* sparrow 2.61 1.58 1.40 .84
* pigeon 2.89 1.75 1.40 .86

tenoribuncho 3.08 1.79 2.58 1.65
lovebird 3.17 1.85 2.53 1.66

i eagle 3.19 2.03 1.85 1.54
* buncho (paddy bird) 3.21 1.84 2.32 1.80

hawk 3.35 2.17 1.83 1.45
woodpecker 3.47 1.84 2.43 1.54
stork 3.68 2.11 2.87 2.01
hen 3.72 1.91 2.75 2.06
ptarmigan 3.92 2.11 2.85 2.12
wild goose 4.01 2.20 2.72 2.10
duck 4.13 1.97 3.17 1.80
crow 4.15 2.02 2.09 1.75
vulture 4.25 2.14 2.51 1.95
kingfisher 4.32 2.15 3.79 2.06
albatross 4.41 1.96 3.49 2.05
heron 4.52 2.10 2.57 1.87

i pelican 4.76 1.82 3.85 1.74
penguin 4.93 2.12 4.60 1.77
bat 6.00 1.34 5.81 1.78
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TREE

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
* cherry 1.88 1.37 1.43 1.05
* ginko 2.21 1.52 2.00 1.61

zelcova 2.26 1.58 2.63 2.00
* pine 2.36 1.65 1.08 .42
* plum 2.47 1.31 2.02 1.63

cedar 2.64 1.83 1.43 1.28
palm 2.90 1.70 2.60 1.96
apple 2.90 1.84 3.88 2.00
poplar 2.91 1.71 2.58 2.20
maple 2.95 1.61 2.68 2.00
persimmon 2.96 1.74 3.55 2.11
tangerine 3.27 1.94 4.17 1.98
peach 3.53 2.03 3.97 2.06
willow 3.56 2.09 2.25 1.69
camellia 3.59 2.04 4.10 2.04
kinmokusei 3.78 2.17 4.63 2.22
rose 3.83 2.12 6.33 1.30
camphor °4.16 2.23 2.98 2.32
peony 4.17 2.00 5.17 2.21
oak 4.56 2.13 3.12 2.46
strawberry 4.75 2.47 6.60 1.08
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BUILDING

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
*1 house 1.16 1.21 1.37 .88
ai apartment building 2.21 1.53 1.29 .74
at school 2.23 1.67 1.45 .94

elementary school 2.31 1.71 1.80 1.32
junior high school 2.42 1.75 1.73 1.19
private home 2.44 1.55 2.37 1.88
building 2.51 1.92 1.20 .74

I high school 2.56 1.72 1.73 1.38
a government apartment 2.60 1.66 2.20 1.66

two story building 2.67 1.63 2.92 2.06
i co-op 2.71 1.66 3.63 2.26

kindergarten 2.80 1.80 2.63 1.64
office 3.07 1.82 2.61 1.97
movie theater 3.20 1.74 '3.06 1.95
supermarket 3.21 1.68 2.59 1.75
fire station 3.33 1.88 2.61 1.77
train station 3.54 1.95 2.63 1.87
shrine 3.70 1.91 3.20 2.34
factory 3.83 2.04 1.71 1.37

i store 3.89 1.85 3.41 1.73
bakery 4.06 2.07 4.80 2.03
fruit shop 4.09 1.89 4.59 1.96

i grocery store 4.22 1.80 4.69 1.84
i public bath 4.29 1.82 4.61 1.99
t baseball stadium 4.54 2.21 4.51 2.10
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WRIT IN:; IMPLEMENT

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SO

------------------------------------------------------------
• pencil 1.28 1.02 1.06' .40
* eraser 1.45 1.03 1.24 .89
*t pencil case 1.93 1.44 1.84 2.37

t notebook 1.96 1.43 1.73 1.55
ball-point pen 2.07 1.33 1.27 .90

• writing board 2.07 1.39 2.37 1.79
mechanical pencil 2.13 1.52 1.48 2.59
pen 2.24 1.58 1.49 1.33
ruler 2.39 1.68 1.89 1.96
red pencil 2.61 1.82 2.41 2.39
paper 2.89 2.06 2.78 2.16
fountain pen 2.97 1.77 1.95 1.42
dry ink (magic marker) 3.15 1.76 2.60 2.27
colored pencils 3.19 1.49 3.68 2.12
lead 3.36 ·2.03 3.05 2.20
triangle 3.36 1.79 4.13 2.11
brush 3.45 2.08 3.37 2.07
compass 3.59 1.93 3.97 2.29
file 4.07 1.84 5.41 1.73
pencil sharpener 4.17 1.93 5.30 2.27

t scissors 4.23 1.71 5.11 2.27
pen/pencil cap 4.31 2.12 5.25 2.17
paint 4.71 1.72 5.54 2.31
cellophane tape 4.75 1.72 5.73 1.72
ink (for brush) 4.88 1.90 4.76 1.99

I blackboard 5.28 1.91 5.49 2.04
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ANIMAL

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating. SD

------------------------------------------------------------
*& dog 1.80 1.14 1.27 1.14y

* elephant 1.93 1.46 1.10 1.46

• panda 2.20 1.62 1.58 1.62
* lion 2.33 1.92 1.10 1.92•• cat 2.33 1.50 1.41 1.50

deer 2.41 1.47 1.63 1.47
giraffe 2.49 1.64 1.37 1.64
kangaroo 2.53 1.53 1.86 1.53
monkey 2.58 1.91 1.37 1.91
squirrel 2.66 1.51 1.90 1.51
bear 2.80 1.93 1.39 1.93
sea otter 2.89 1.68 2.78 1.68
serrow deer 3.21 1.90 2.68 1.90
camel 3.24 1.67 2.54 1.67
raccoon 3.29 1.64 1.61 1.64
gorilla 3.35 2.23 1.68 2.23
bird 3.44 1.84 3.10 1.84
crane 3.45 1.82 3.54 1.82
hippopotamus 3.46 2.03 1.75 2.03
fur seal 3.53 1.71 3.75 1.71
human 3.54 2.41 3.40 2.41
beaver 3,.59 1.99 3.59 1.99
wolf 3.61 2.10 2.08 2.10
hamster 3.68 1.80 3.22 1.80
whale 3.98 1.91 3.20 1.91

i flamingo 4.09 1.96 4.41 1.96
hen 4.14 1.82 3.66 1.82
weasel 4.16 1.81 3.22 1.81
mantohihi 4.21 2.17 3.00 2.17
mole 4.43 1.96 3.92 1.96

i turtle 4.63 1.92 4.36 1.92

• snake 4.86 1.87 3.92 1.87
salamander 5.30 1.86 5.93 1.86
lizard 5.48 1.71 5.63 1.17
bat 5.63 1.60 4.97 1.60
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PLANT

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
morning glory 2.44 1.49 2.18 1.44
dandelion 2.45 1.89 1.96 1.81

* tUlip 2.57 1.52 2.14 1.46
* cherry blossom 2.58 1.69 2.70 1.83

camellia 2.63 2.14 2.72 1.98
carnation 2.65 1.57 2.60 1.58
sunflower 2.68 1.52 2.40 1.73

* rose 2.69 1.61 2.28 1.37
* flower 2.91 1.97 2.23 1.67

lotus 2.95 1.70 2.61 1.66
tree 3.05 2.02 3.21 2.10
pansy 3.15 1.82 2.54 1.70
white clover 3.72 1.94 2.63 1.93
grass 3.85 2.17 2.47 2.05
futaba 3.88 1.87 3.18 2.05
moonf1ower 4.05 1.96 2.63 1.61
cactus 4.09 1.97 2.74 1.73
fruit 4.23 2.28 5.09 2.01
cabbage 4.44 2.06 4.56 1.85
potato 4.48 2.08 4.40 2.02
weed 5.11 1.87 2.82 2.14
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THING TO WEAR (haku)

Exemplar Sixth Grade
Rating SD

Eleventh Grade
Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------

•

•

., shoes
laced shoes
outdoor shoes
socks
indoor shoes
spikes
men's leather shoes
sandles
basketball shoes
sandles (zori)
mt. climbing shoes
beach sandles
hiking shoes
boots
long boots
sandles (tsukake)
straw sandles
geta
ballet shoes

• high heels
sneakers
straw boots
tabi
straw shoes
bloomers

1.75
2.08
2.78
3.53
3.55
3.55
3.57
3.79
3.79
3.80
3.86
3.92
3.97
3.98
4.03
4.11
4.15
4.21
4.22
4.38
4.49
4.81
5.09
5.23
5.39

1.19
1.45
1.77
2.27
1.88
1.97
1.93
1.59
2.32
1.72
1.90
1.75
1.75
1.69

·1.95
1.76
1.87
2.02
2.10
2.02
2.13
1.82
1.80
1.76
1.95

1.20
1.75
5.36
4.85
2.47
2.88
1.61
2.10
2.27
2.44
3.53
2.90
3.66
2.44
2.59
2.36
5.15
2.81
3.95
2.20
1.86
3.93
5.44
3.88
6.42

.63
1.24
2.16
2.24
1.37
1.87
1.02
1.46
1.54
1.68
1.95
1.84
1.93
1.67
1.78
1.23
1.99
1.70
2.00
1.61
1.42
2.05
1.74
2.03
1.26

Note: The fact that the elicitation task was done in the
summer and the rating task eight months later could account

-for the fact that Mbeach sandles M shows a lack of
association between the frequency of mention and the
typicality rating. Also Mgeta M is interesting. These
wooden sandles are very characteristic of Japan
historically, and were frequently mentioned, but to modern
urban children they are clearly not seen as a typical thing
to wear.
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TOY

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
game 2.70 2.06 2.18 1.78

i ball 2.96 1.82 3.03 1.82
*4 radio controlled car 2.98 1.96 2.10 1.71
• family computer 3.02 2.40 2.23 1.84

board game 3.20 1.81 2.55 1.70
* T. V. game 3.23 2.26 2.33 1.77

game watch 3.28 2.05 2.45 1.84
* stuffed animal 3.36 2.08 3.05 2.03

block 3.42 2.14 2.10 1.74
cup and ball game 3.46 1.85 2.52 1.78
personal computer 3.46 2.30 3.75 2.14
doll 3.48 2.14 2.45 2.04
model 3.49 1.84 2.48 1.46
baseball game 3.53 1.76 2.65 1.96
marbles 3.58 1.85 3.17 2.11
mini car 3.69 2.01 1.93 1.44
yoyo 3.76 1.86 2.47 1.80
Rubric's cube 3.80 1.86 3.13 1.77

4 robot 3.99 1.92 2.62 1.87
origami 4.16 2.02 4.23 2.10
jump rope 4.17 2.00 4.07 2.13

t toy plane 4.41 1.96 3.40 1.78
toy car 4.42 2.00 3.63 2.08
toys for playing house 4.92 1.98 5.03 2.20
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
*t piano 1.96 1.60 1.45 1.07

4 clarinet 2.59 1.49 2.07 1.45
recorder 2.69 1.68 2.27 1.48

•violin 2.72 1.63 1.48 .88
* xylophone 2.96 1.64 2.48 1.55

guitar 3.05 1.57 1.86 1.56
trumpet 3.11. 2.15 2.00 1.36

* drum 3.11 1.60 3.18 1.92
* small drum 3.12 1.66 3.39 1.73

accordion 3.20 1.74 3.55 1.98
organ 3.22 1.59 2.34 1.49
horn 3.23 1.60 2.39 1.60
big drum 3.23 1.84 2.93 1.80
oboe 3.61 1.79 3.61 2.21
tranbone 4.01 1.90 2.73 1.76
castanet 4.02 1.92 3.80 1.69

4 piccolo 4.19 1.91 3.23 1.94
pianica 4.31 1.89 3.32 1.60
shakuhachi 4.33 2.15 4.00 2.06

4 shamisen 4.33 2.12 4.05 2.02
4 contrabass 4.40 1.88 3.05 1.93
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SPORT

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SO

------------------------------------------------------------
*. soccer 2.11 1.57 1.98 1.16

• swimming 2.26 1.56 1.96 1.49
* running 2.42 1.57 2.02 1.61

track and field 2.43 1.65 1.58 .94
*1 basketball 2.51 1.49 1.78 1.20

1 exercise 2.52 1.84 1.96 1.50
1 baseball 2.54 1.38 2.02 1.38

* softball 2.71 1.)0 2.22 1.30
sports meeting 2.80 2.36 3.24 2.36
tennis 3.09 1.53 2.15 1.53
dodge ball 3.21 1.80 3.25 1.80
running broad jump 3.22 1.63 2.45 1.63
high jump 3.29 1.51 2.52 1.51
kick ball 3.30 1.88 4.04 1.88
mat gymnastics 3.36 1.84 2.17 1.84
box jumping 3.41 1.68 2.45 1.68
chinning bar 3.57 1.74 2.93 1.74
ice skating 3.64 1.72 3.29 1.72
gymnastics 3.67 1.58 2.13 1.58
badminton 3.82 1.65 2.80 1.65
judo 3.87 1.92 3.13 1.90
rugby 3.89 1.39 2.20 1.39
pot ball 3.96 1.77 3.67 1.77

i skiing 4.06 1.70 3.05 1.70
kendo 4.11 1.57 2.94 1.57

• football 4.21 1.58 2.47 1.58
i ping-pong 4.34 1.73 3.33 1.73

exercises with -horse- 4.35 2.29 4.16 2.29
croquet 4.53 2.10 4.30 2.10

• roller skating 4.61 1.95 4.27 1.95
i walking 5.11 2.15 4.89 2.15
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PROFESSION

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------*. doctor 2.26 1.72 1.81 1.48
• teacher 2.52 2.03 2.18 1.93

*. office worker 2.68 1.87 4.19 2.50
• carpenter 2.76 1.75 1.98 1.60

t nurse 2.95 2.16 2.21 1.78

• baker 3.01 1.57 2.44 1.76
appliance store 3.15 1.69 2.32 1.64
salaried employee 3.18 2.00 1.53 1.20
store 3.26 1.79 4.40 2.27
fish store 3.30 1.75 2.61 1.76
coffee shop 3.32 1.69 4.12 1.99
toy store 3.37 1.73 2.56 1.82
candy store 3.41 1.80 3.07 2.11
sushi restaurant 3.44 1.78 2.30 1.77
entertainer 3.57 .2.12 2.77 2.03
actor 3.75 2.08 2.56 1.94
calligraphy teacher 3.87 2.01 3.23 2.24

i piano teacher 3.95 2.12 2.95 1.97
i singer 4.08 2.06 3.24 2.24

factory 4.18 1.98 5.07 2.16
i salesman 4.40 2.16 2.28 1.85

construction worker 5.13 2.18 2.86 2.04
television worker 5.37 1.91 5.95 1.80
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HARDWARE

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
w hammer 2.12 1.59 1.08 .33

saw 2.14 1.63 1.23 .59
wi nail 2.38 1.76 1.74 1.24

pincers (kuginuki) 3.04 1.78 2.11 1.68
w screwdriver {negi- 3.13 1.63 3.05 1.67

screw mawashi) 3.26 1.66 3.13 1.73
gimlet 3.27 1.67 2.26 1.42
file 3.36 1.73 2.82 1. 72
plane 3.47 2.15 1.39 .76
pincers (penchi) 3.50 1.69 3.33 1.97
screwdriver (doraiba-) 3.52 1.71 2.98 1.69
phillips screwdr iver 3.53 1.91 3.38 1.72
measure 3.63 1.96 3.62 1.98
wood 3.74 2.09 4.95 2.27
cement 4.18 1.86 4.87 2.05
chisel 4.42 2.20. 1.98 1.59

i drill 4.45 2.03 2.64 2.64
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PLACE TO LIVE

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SO

------------------------------------------------------------
*i house 1.39 1.02 1.15 .54

room 2.33 1.68 2.52 1.85
town 2.45 1.55 2.34 1.46

* expensive apt. build. 2.76 1.67 1. 71 1.13
second house 3.00 1.86 3.28 2.08

* pr ivate home 3.01 1.82 1. 74 1.20
co-op apartment 3.28 1.65 3.23 2.16

11: government apt. build. 3.45 1.94 2.12 1.73
city 3.60 1.88 2.85 1.86
in the countryside 3.63 2.01 3.20 1.90
near the ocean 3.65 2.18 4.14 2.22
village 3.86 1.98 2.71 1.63
apartment building 4.04 1.85 1.89 1.49
building 4.20 1.73 3.89 2.21
Japanese style hotel 4.44 1.86 4.72 2.13
hotel 4.79 1.99 4.26 2.20
inn 4.95 1.84 4.91 1.91
lodge 5.01 1.94 4.65 2.02

i in the mountains 5.19 1.87 4.65 2.16
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MACHINE

Exemplar Sixth Grade
Rating SD

Eleventh Grade
Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
computer

* robot
-i personal computer
- T. V.

video recorder
copy machine
printing press
cooler
washing machine
ref rigerator
microwave oven
vacuum cleaner

* electric fan
radio
car
electric train
hair dryer

i tape recorder
pencil sharpener
stand lamp

i iron
rice cooker
motorcycle
factory

2.21
2.25
2.38
2.48
2.57
2.62
2.71
2.77
2.78
2.95
3.00
3.09
3.10
3.17
3.35
3.55
3.60
3.65
3.70
3.87
3.90
3.92
4.27
4.55

1.81
1.66
1.66
1.85
1.67
1.72
1.69
1.64
1.52
1.68
1.56
1.62
1.56
1.54
2.03
2.04
1.63
1.60
1.86
1.73
1.70
1.84
1.78
2.34

1.37
1.90
1.58
2.38
2.04
2.12
2.21
2.60
2.81
2.96
3.19
3.12
3.10
2.88
2.15
3.56
4.10
2.81
4.10
4.02
4.12
3.98
2.33
4.65

.71
1.77

.98
1.37
1.10
1.62
1.63
1.62
1.66
1.67
1.70
1.63
1.77
1.45
1.66
2.23
1.98
1.88
1.98
1.84
1.90
1.69
2.33
2.48

Note: The high frequency of mention for electric fan may be
due to the fact that the task was done in the summer and
most Japanese schools use a fan in the classrooms during the
summer.
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FOOD

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
"Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
• cooked rice 1.76 1.21 1.24 .62

:I rice 1.85 1.41 2.38 1.71
j fruit 1.98 1.56 2.29 1.61

potato 2.09 1.53 3.05 1.55
miso soup 2.40 1.60 2.38 1.83

*t curry 2.41 1.55 1.64 .93
vegetables 2.42 1.82 2.86 1.77

• meat 2.54 1. 73 2.45 1.42
meat and potatoes 2.58 1.51 2.21 1.41
cabbage 2.64 1.60 3.21 1.60
pork cutlet 2.67 1.74 1.74 1.06
lettuce 2.67 1.64 2.93 1.35
fried rice 2.73 1.64 1.55 .94
melon 2.74 1.87 2.60 1.73
banana 2.75 1.57 2.45 1.68
sUkiyaki 2.78 1.63 2.00 1.53
strawberry 2.79 1.77 2.50 1.89
egg. 2.92 1.77 2.31 1.33
sweet potato 2.92 1.69 2.98 1.55

w# hamburger 2.95 1.99 1.55 1.02
watermelon 2.99 1.79 2.74 1.68
mushroom 3.00 1.90 3.40 1.95
pork 3.08 1.87 2.64 1.48
squid 3.21 1.75 3.38 1.81

i cheese 3.46 1.79 2.86 1.68
carrot 3.46 2.01 3.43 1.59
onion 3.52 1.91 3.67 1.57
pepper 3.52 2.01 3.69 1.83
pickled side dishes 3.56 1.98 3.33 2.04
octopus 3.60 1.72 3.57 1.86
ramen (saimin) 3.62 2.22 1.64 1.25
shumai 3.64 1.93 2.21 1.47
eggplant 3.64 1.89 3.69 1.55
candy 3.79 2.24 2.05 1.79
arum root paste 4.02 1.81 3.81 1.88
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CLOTHING

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
at blouse 2.27 1.60 1.49 .83

street clothes 2.35 1.77 2.59 2.15
overc1othes 2.38 1.47 1.69 1.32

* t-shirt 2.39 1. 70 1.96 1.23
a pants 2.42 1.78 1.65 1.25

i shirt 2.89 1.82 1.90 1.45
* vest 2.95 1.57 2.73 1.84

skirt 3.06 2.01 1.65 1.21
kimono 3.18 1.96 2.33 1.74
coat 3.19 1.68 2.16 1.44
dress shirt 3.24 1.73 1.67 .92
underwear 3.28 2.05 2.73 1.77
jeans 3.29 2.00 1.76 1.26
suit 3.31 1.90 1.71 1.22
sports shirt 3.38 1.89 1.65 1.15
short dress 3.38 2.01 3.22 1.82
exercise clothes 3.52 1.99 3.37 2.07
mini-skirt 3.76 2.00 2.06 1.48
socks 3.91 2.12 3.71 1.79
long dress 3.94 2.03 2.43 1.81
cuiLce e 4.40 2.13 3.22 1.95

i hat/cap 4.74 2.04 4.86 2.04

• necktie 4.78 1. 70 4.47 2.03

• bloomers 4.80 2.10 4.29 1.99
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FRUIT

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
*i apple 1.84 1.15 1.07 .33
* tangerine 1.84 1.27 1.18 .58

melon 2.06 1.56 1.34 1.01
* watermelon 2.08 1.30 2.70 1.92
* grape 2.16 1.34 1.30 .67

strawberry 2.21 1.66 1.23 .64
orange 2.22 1.39 1.36 .87
banana 2.27 1.33 1.50 .93
• 2.38 1.54 1.59 .97peach

pineapple 2.41 1.40 2.05 1.46
persimmon 2.69 1.76 2.14 1.28
cherry 3.03 1.79 2.61 1.56
grapefruit 3.05 1.49 2.00 1.33
lemon 3.17 2.06 2.30 1.73
muscat 3.17 ·1.61 2.30 1.29
summer orange 3.21 1.73 2.93 1.81
plum 3.32 1.75 3.30 1.98
hassaku orange 3.87 1.74 3.37 2.02
navel orange 4.17 1.98 3.86 1.96
papaya 4.19 1.86 3.50 1.95
iyokan orange 4.30 1.94 3.86 2.05
blueberry 4.41 1.80 3.73 1.87
fig 4.41 1.80 4.52 1.97

i mango 4.78 1.80 4.27 2.07
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FURNITURE

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
closet chest 1.91 1.47 1.11 .49

*1 chest 2.05 1.96 2.84 2.05
table 2.30 1.69 1.18 .53

* bookshelf 2.56 1.73 1.93 1.31
* china cabinet 2.59 1.73 2.05 1.54
• chair 2.64 1.80 1.52 .87

desk 2.65 1.75 2.05 1.59
bed 2.76 1.80 1.60 1.08
dresser 3.20 1.92 2.13 1.56
sofa 3.43 2.07 1.82 1.53
shoe cabinet 3.48 2.02 3.48 2.07
mirror 3.61 2.11 3.34 1.97
shelf 3.65 2.05 3.03 2.04
ref rigerator 3.76 2.35 4.67 2.20
clothes hanger 3.82 2.14 3.80 1.99

• TV 4.35 2.37 4.36 2.16
hanging shelf 4.60 1.85 4.30 1.60
sideboard 4.64 2.31 3.02 2.05
locker 4.68 1.84 4.20 2.28
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..
Sixth Grade
Rating SD

Eleventh Grade
Rating SD

Exemplar

car
*1 bicycle
* electric train

car (not commercial)
taxi

*1 airplane
motorbike (baiku)
steam train
boat/ship
bus
motorbike (tansha)
motorcycle
yacht
helicopter
fire engine
horse cart
police car
tricycle
ferris wheel
submarine

1 merry-go-round
I balloon

tank

1.85
2.19
2.20
2.26
2.80
2.92
3.01
3.03
3.05
3.08
3.31
3.32
3.88
4.02
4.11
4.22
4.32
4.49
4.75
4.97
5.07
5.73
5.84

1.47
1.26
1.55
1.68
1.78
2.00
1.84
1.84
1.90
1.71
2.05
2.07
1.76
1.82
2.11
1.85
2.09
2.03
1.98
1.92
1.93
1.79
1.70

1.18
1.88
1.22
1.57
1.53
1.37
2.17
1.40
1.63
1.27
1.78
1.85
3.62
2.80
4.42
3.45
3.83
4.07
4.97
4.92
4.95
5.52
5.57

.65
1.52

.61'
1.29

.98

.78
1.67

.99
1.09

.61
1.30
1.35
1.73
1.75
2.09
1.93
2.12
2.26
1.90
2.03
2.00
1.78
1.95
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FLCMER

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SD Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
* morning glory 2.23 1.49 1.40 .74

cherry blossom 2.26 1.51 2.34 2.08
*. rose 2.29 1.58 1.30 .72

•violet 2.29 1.31 1.74 1.11
lily 2.34 1.49 1.77 1.25

• chry santhemum 2.38 1.49 1.47 .78
* tulip 2.46 1.77 1.11 .37

cosmos 2.51 1.61 1.81 1.31
lily of the valley 2.51 1.64 2.26 1.54
daffodil 2.62 1.74 2.17 1.40
sunflower 2.69 1.59 1.70 1.04
hydrangea 2.86 1.52 2.17 1.67
lotus 2.86 1.69 2.96 1.88
three color violet 2.92 1.78 2.66 1.59
plum 2.92 2.01 3.09 1.89
rape blossom 3.08 1.87 2.26 1.52
balsam 3.09 1.67 2.64 1.55
hyacinth 3.20 1.73 2.79 1.73
rape 3.40 1.67 3.62 1.71

# pansy 3.57 2.05 2.53 1.77
# margaret 3.65 2.20 2.98 2.01

wisteria 3.66 2.07 3.64 1.59
tomato flower 5.17 1.83 5.64 1.72
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VEGETABLE

Exemplar Sixth Grade Eleventh Grade
Rating SO Rating SD

------------------------------------------------------------
* cucumber 1.88 1.24 1.20 .55
-t lettuce 1.96 1.40 1.30 .63
*t cabbage 1.99 1.49 1.18 .57- tomato 2.04 1.55 1.64 1.41

spinach 2.25 1.49 1.82 1.39
carrot 2.41 1.64 1.20 .65
radish 2.58 1.76 1.70 1.22
onion 2.86 1.56 1.84 1.28
potato (jagaimo) 2.92 1.78 2.92 1.81
eggplant 2.93 2.01 1.95 1.51
potato (imo) 2.99 2.06 3.36 2.09
leek 3.00 1.86 1.91 1.42
green pepper 3.04 1.76 1.52 .85
pumpkin 3.11 1.73 '2.27 1.46
corn 3.40 1.76 3.95 1.86
celery 3.63 2.16 2.75 1.83

• parsley 3.67 1.97 2.71 1.73
green soybean 3.74 1.76 3.73 1.93
bean sprout 3.79 1.84 3.46 2.06
turnip 3.84 1.83 3.59 2.11
lotus root 3.88 1.62 3.71 1.92
komatsuna 4.18 2.10 4.30 2.17
bamboo shoot 4.19 1.96 4.34 1.73

i green pea 4.86 1.91 3.89 2.13
ginger 5.57 1.76 5.46 1.61
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APPENDIX 6

Typicality Ratings Task

Instructions to the Tester

[English Version]

Explanation of the Task

Thank you for helping with this task. You will receive
two sets of books with eleven categories in each one.

1. Hand out the test books, one to each student,

2. Make sure that they write their grade and sex on the
cover sheet. They do not need to write their names.

3. Read through the instructions to the class.

4. Make sure that they understand what they are to do.

Please keep the following important points in mind, and
make sure that the students clearly understand them.

* They should judge how good an example a thing is, not
how much they I ike the thing.

• They will need to use the numbers I to 7 again and
again, they should not stop after judging seven items, but
should go on and continue to the next page.

* They are not to ~mpare the items, they should judge
each and all of them independently.

* Most importantly, they should clearly understand that
there are no right or wrong answers. The task is meant to
find out what~ think, their individual opinion.

When the students are about half through, it is a good
idea to remind them of these two points.

• They should tell how good an example each thing is, not
how much they like it.

* N~"ber 1 is the best example, number 7 is the worst.
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APPENDIX 7

Typicality Rating Task

Instructions to the Students

[English Version]

You will be looking at some lists of words (names of
things). I want you to decide if each word is a good
example of certain things. For example, if I were to say
"Dog," would you think that "Akita Dog" is a good example of
a dog? How about a "Maltese"? To me,' an Akita Dog is very
"doglike, If but a Maltese is not really a "doglike" dog.
What do you think?

I want you to decide for each word if it is a good
example or a bad example, and then wri te a. number.

Look at the example below." There are some examples of
"Book." After each example I have written a number, from
one to seven, show ing if I think it is a good or poor
example of a book. A 1 is a very good example. A 7 is a
very poor example. A 3 or a 4 is not really good, not
really bad.

Pamphlet 7
Textbook 1
Reference book 3

I have put a 1 next to ..textbook" because to me a textbook
is a very good example of a book. I think a "reference book"

- is only a fair example so I wrote a 3, I donlt think that a
pamphlet is a good example of a book at all, so I wrote a 7.
You might have different ideas though.

Please be clear about this. I donlt want to know how
much you like a word or a thing. 1 1m just asking how good
an example it is. Also, 11m not asking why you cho se a
number, so donlt think about why, just write the numbers as
you think of them. You can use the same number any number
of times.

Are there any questions? Do you understand what ! want
you to do? Then please start with page 1.
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Category Jr. High H.S. Loan Words Other Total

Thing to Drink

Bird

Tree

Building

Writing Impl.

Animal

Plant

Thing to Wear

Toy

Musi cal Inst r •

Sport

Profession

Hardware

Place to Live

Machine

Food

Clothing

Fruit

Furniture

Vehicle

Flower

Vegetable

2

o

o

8

5

5

5

o

2

2

7

7

o

5

2

2

1

2

6

,
..l.

o

3

2

2

3

6

3

o

1

3

1

2

5

2

1

2

4

3

o

2

3

2

1

13

2

1

1

3

5

4

7

6

11

8

1

3

1

6

7

5

8

5

3

4

6

4

o

o

5

2

1

o

1

4

2

4

3

o

2

4

1

4

1

1

3

o

o

22

4

3

17

16

14

9

9

15

16

21

16

5

9

14

14

13

11

14

7

7
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APPENDIX 9

(POWKEN - 1)

POWKEN TEST OF ENGLISH

DATE _-J1 1__ SCHOOL _

MALE / FEMALE
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~C7.>(1) ipf:> (6) ;t-c'C7.>-fh.-fi1.C7.> ( ) ':Ah.~C7.>':iibl1~~~a;tt-=t:J:

1iJ e , 1,2.3.4. C7.>tPD\f:>-"?""f,,?)HJt -C'. -fC7.>:j:-%t .fh.-fh.C7.>fI':~CA L

~~~'o

1. ( ) did you play with the robot?

1. Who 2. Which 3. How far 4. How long

2. Tan can't roller skate. r can't ( ) .
1. too 2. also 3. neither 4. either

3. Have you ever ) such a beautiful rose?

1. seen 2. saw 3. have 4. find

4. Please help yourself ( ) the fruit.

1. in 2. of 3. for 4. to

5. II ( ) did you pay for the high heels?" IINothing.
My mother gave them to me. II

1. When 2. What money 3. How many 4. How much

6. Give me a ) to cut this fruit with.

1. dish 2. spoon 3. knife 4. cup
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(X.7) 1 1» C:> G;;' "'C'.7) of il-c'h ~ ft~'f~x: t T ~ t: (\I') c. 15" mYC7)~g ~Ail. b V') t:
ft b JID 3:j:-jiJT ~. 1,2.3. 4 C7) tp tp l?---::>"f--::> ;HA.- 't.,ofC7)===~ ~A "(-!mril' ~ v-.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

You'lll find2 fun3 to use4 a computer.

lSI there2 anY3 cheese4 in the kitchen?

Thel number of~ people who go t03 stores
has doubled 1n the4 ten years.

Mr. Whitel looks2 like3 a doctor4.

Herel iS2 a picture of apples3 by Yamada4·

it

left

last

had

should

painted
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It was Sunday. Susie was using an iron in her room. Her

mother was working in the kitchen, and her father was watering

margarets in the garden.

Susie wanted to drink cola and went into the ( [1] ).

Then her mother said to her, -Will you go and get some cheese at

the grocery store, Susie? And please ( [2] ) parsley, too.-

-All right, Mother," said Susie.

Susie went to the grocery store. It was near her ( [ 3] ) .
The grocery store was full of people. They were ( [4 ] ) many

kinds of food for dinner.

[1] 1. kitchen 2. bedroom 3. living room 4. garden

[2] 1. would 2. shop 3. bUy 4. take

[ 3] 1. house 2. city 3. family 4. store

[4] 1. eating 2. trying 3. cooking 4. getting
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<x7) (1) 7;~ '? (6) ~"c0) of i1. -fi1.0) ( ) ,:An ~ 11)'::Ill t iilll;JJ;j: ~g ; t: ,;t

~ e , 1,2,3,4, V7) tP7;~ '? -"?T"?iYA.- -Co. -t-11)~~ ~ ofn -fi1.V7)m,,:~cA L

~~ ~'.

1. Ills there any orange juice in that pot?1I IINot ( ) • II

1. none 2. many 3. much 4. some

2. Houses of wood are easy to burn.

1. to make 2. made 3. make 4. making

3. This fruit is made ( ) wine.

1. into 2. of 3. to 4. from

4. Helen is quite satisfied ( ) her new blouse.

1. with 2. for 3. at 4. on

5. How much did you pay ( ) the necktie?

1. to 2. for 3. of 4. in

6. I don1t know ( ) Mary bought the green peas.

1. how many 2. who 3. what 4. where
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(7-~ ( 1) , (2) , (3) . (4) i7).:e- i1.-Fil ~ 5t~;;:~:t t i""0 t.:~c. :ftb JiiW~~~;;: t: 1ij fro
A,B,C,D i7)tp7.Pt.,--:>i~U, -;'t.:, llbim-lJJ~iiMZ.1,2,3.4 crytjJtpt.,--:>;g..<..."'C-,

t~7Jv7 ,X" ../" t1f~Z.A-r··lmh'J:~~).

1. I knowl it takes2 to g03 there4 by bicycle.

A. how far B. how long c. how much D. how often

2. I lookedl for2 a drill t03 work4·

A. with B. to c. at D. in

3. The childrenl got2 excited3 theY4 saw the pandas.

A. when B. what c. why D. bow

4. Tom likes Japanesel stamps, and2 he3 found4 at the store.

A. it B. any c. no D. some
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~(7)~Jt,:"'?~""'( (1) :IJ~ f:, (4) £ "'(-(7)-fn: -fn(7) ( ) ':J...n Q (7),:ft b iiW~~g;t t-=Cj
1ij ~. r~c(7)1,2.3, 4 (7)tPtJ~ f:,-"'?"'f"'?iHA.. "'(--f G7)ii~ ~~ "'(-Imh.""F ~ ».

Nancy I S f am ily ( (1) ) in a house near a sm all tow n in

Ohio. Her father is an office worker, and works in a nearby

town. His wife ( (2) ) women how to play baseball. She tells

Nancy women eat too ( [3] ) rice and easily get fat.

Yesterday was Nancy's brother's ·birthday. She went downtown

to buy a present for him. He likes radio-controlled cars, but she

bought him a notebook, and a shirt for ( (4) ).

[ 1) 1. living 2. lives 3. room 4. are

(2) 1. learns 2. sells 3. remembers 4. teaches

[ 3) 1. few 2. little 3. much 4. many

[ 4) 1. herself 2. oneself 3. his 4. she
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0:17)(1) 7.pt?(6) O).:c-il-Fh~jt~~·~:>Ct"t~t.:~t:. () 0)r::p0)1 tpt?5 ~"'(-O)

~~ ~ t.:1iJ ~3ftU't.P.t 't'. ofh~hO) ( ) O)r::p t::J:~ ~ ~CA L':t~ ~'.

1. Mother said that (1. wanted 2. drink tea 3. me 4. to
5. she) •

• Mother said that ) ( ) ) ) ( ) •

2. Do you (1. to 2. care 3. know 4. how 5. take)
of snakes?

* Do you ( ) ) ) ( ) ( of snakes?

3. You (1. better 2. the contrabass 3. than 4. play
5. can) my sister.

• You ( ) ) ) ) ( ) my sister.

4. Mr. Smith bought (1. Japan 2. made 3. himself
4. a chest 5. in) •

• Mr. Smith bought ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) •

5. - Tom came to (1. show 2. his 3. my house 4. me 5. to)
violin.

* Tom came to ( ) ( ) ) ( ) violin.

I've never (1. delicious 2. as
5. eaten).

3. as this6.

• I've never ( ) ) ) ) ) .
4. pork
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<X0)(1) iJ~ t:J (4) O)-f h-fh.0)~~':i1Ht ~ O),:ft ~ ~m~ t 0) z.. 1.2.3. 4 o)tPiJ~ t:J

-~-r~;glv -r-. -r-C7):j:-i5"~:tt. ~'l!l~~ ~ ~ '.

1. Won't you have some more water?

1. How do you know?
2. I wish I had.
3. Yes, I've had.
4. Yes, please.

2. Have you ever been on a merry-go-round?

1. No. Do you?
2. No, it is very pleasant.
3. Yes, but only once.
4. I'll go to Hawaii next summer.

3. Can you tell me where the high school is?

1. I can know where it is.
2. I am not a high school student.
3. I will be happy to help you.
4. I am helping you know.

4. Does Reiko play the shamisen every evening?

1. Yes, I think so.
2. I hope she can.
3. She plays every day.
4. No, she will not.
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;X0) (1) t» t:> (4) 0)~~~H:"?It \"'(. J:.(7)~:X:,:ft b illP:'llMt Z.~T J: ? c. ""F (7) of tl-fi1.

0) ( H:AtlQ(7)'::B:biM-l:JJ~g~~1.2.3.4 (7)l:fJ7.Pt:>-"?"f"?~A.:,(·. of(7)~~~-ftt-f'

it0)ml t:~i:A L.~ ~ ~ \ •

1. What a good singer Susan is!

How ) Susan sings!

1. wonderful 2. good 3. well 4. is

2. Turn to the left and you will see the apartment building.

If you turn to the left, you will (
building.

) the apartment

1. find 2. meet 3. learn 4. know

3. Joe decided to join a roller skating club.

Joe made up his ( ) to join a roller skating club.

1. heart 2. mind 3. head 4. plan

4. Is the nurse you talked about the other day a young woman?

Is the nurse you spoke ) the other day a young woman?

1. in ., .... over 3. again 4. of
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<Xq)(1) 7.pf:>(6) ~"'(-q)-ftl-ftlq)( ) ':Atl~q)'::.ftblMW~~g~t~'j

1iJ~. 1: 2, 3. 4. q)rp1Pf:>-~~~}gA,"'(-. -tq)lf~~ ttl-ftlq)4M':~CA L
~~ ~).

1. What has become ( ) your turtle?

1. to 2. for 3. of 4. with

2. Take care ( ) ~ eagle till tomorrow morning.

1. about 2. with 3. for 4. of

3. One ( ) watches a long soccer game gets tired.

1. whom 2. who 3. which 4. what

4. -Have you ever seen a snake?- ·Yes, ) times.-

1. many 2. much 3. any 4. little

5. -I like basketball.- -So ( ) I.-

1. do 2. can 3. like 4. am

6. ) do you like this blackboard?- -I think it1s nice.-

1. Which 2. What 3. Bow 4. Whose
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0;:C1)(1), (2), (3), (4) C1)-t-tl-f'tl~~~~~Jt!::-tQt.:~':, ftbil~~~~1t.:1iJ~

A, 8, C, 0 C1) tP tJ) t:> -"?iH'C!, 1. tc, B: b jI~~:IIPJTa- 1,2. 3. 4 C1) J:P jp t:> -"?i1!A, -C~ ,

-t-C1)7'Iv7 y J<.. "/ l- !:: :I=~~ A -C~Im~~ ~ ,,\.

1. My mother iSl much2 than3 she was4 yesterday.

A. well B. good c. better D. best

2. Tom livedl in the house2 a church3 and4 a school.

A. about B. between C. but D. for

3. Do youl understand2 live just3 t"old4 you?

A. who B. which C. that D. what

4. EverybodYl knows2 the3 smile4 of Mr. Green.

A. friendly B. friend D. happiness C. always

5. I gotl uP2 this3 morning4 six.

A. in B. become c. early D. at

A. until B. for C. about D. around
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(XQ) (1) 1J~ f:> (4) Q)-f il.-fnQ)9Ug,:i;Ut Q Q),:;ft b liim~ b 0) a-. 1.2.3,4 Q)cp;',p f:>

-"?-r"?iRA., 'to, -f Q)iff~ a-:J;t-C'lmh.~ ~ ~ \ 0

1. What do the Japanese eat for supper?

1. Almost the Japanese eat rice for supper.
2. The Japanese almost eat rice for supper.
3. Most the Japanese eat rice for supper.
4. Most Japanese eat rice for supper.

2. Why don't you do the work?

1. I don't know that I must do.
2. I don't know how to do.
3. I don't know what to do.
4. I don't know that I do.

3. Why didn't mother come with you?

1. She was bUsy for prepare lunch.
2. She was busy prepare lunch.
3. She was bUsy to be preparing lunch.
4. She was busy preparing lunch.

4•. What did Ted tell you?

1. He told me, -Not to work too hard.-
2. He told me not to work too hard.
3. He told me don't work too hard.
4. He told to me, -Don't work too hard.-
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APPENDIX 10

[PaiON - 2)

POWKEN TEST OF ENGLISH

DATE ...J_-.l1__ srnoOL _

MALE / FEMALE



1.
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<X.1) (1) i» i? (6) £.-r'C7) f tL-fh(J) ( ) '::Ah ~ C7) '::ii b 5m lJJ~~~ ~ t: 'j

1iJ e , 1.2.3.4. (J)tpip t:> --::>f-::>iH/v "('. -f(7)~~ ~ fh-fh.C7)mJ'::~CA l
~~ ~)o

) did you play with the ball?

1. Who 2. Which 3. How far 4. How long

2. Tom can't swim. I can't ( ) .
1. too 2. also 3. neither 4. either

3. Have you ever ( ) such a beautiful pansy?

1. seen 2. saw 3. have 4. find

4. Please help yourself the cheese.

1. in 2. of 3. for 4. to

5. ..( ) did you pay for the shoes?"
gave them to me."

-Nothing. My mother

. 1. When 2. What money 3. How many 4. How much

6. Give me a ) to cut this hamburger with.

1. dish 2. spoon 3. knife 4. cup
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<x0) 1 tJ' t;, .6 1 1:'G7) -t h -Fil~~~ t;c~)( t "t~ t: 6') ':. :t51P.IJ G7) ~g ~ Ail ~ G7) ,:

II ~ ,M 3 t;cplf z.. 1.2.3.4 G7)tfl1J) t;,-"?"f"?;E.4.:'C00 -f (7):I=-5 Z. A.1:-IHI~ r ~ ~ -,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

You·lll find2 fun3 to use4 a tape recorder.

151 there2 anY3 rice4 in the kitchen?

Thel number of2 people who go t03 schools
has doubled ln the4 ten years.

Youl better2 not3 swim4 here.

Mr. Whitel 100ks2 like3 a salesman4.

Herel iS2 a picture of mangos3 by Yamada4·

it

left

last

had

should

painted
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O::~~Jt (.:"? \,\ -r (1) t» f:> (4) ~ "'(..~~il-ftl~ ( ) t: Ai1. ~ ~ t:Ji ~ ~tJJ~~g~ t; ,,;1:

1ij:S:. "f~c~ 1.2,3.4 (J) t:F7;>.~-"?-t'"?jgA.- -r'~ (J):;: -~ ~ :A. -r-fm:h. r ~ \, \.

It was Sunday. Susie was using a personal computer in her

room. Her mother was working in the kitchen, and her father was,

watering violets in the garden.

Susie wanted to drink apple juice and went into the ( [1] ).

Then her mother said to her, "w ill you go and get some f rui t at
I

the co-op, Susie? And please ( [2] ) cabbage, too."

"All right, Mother," said Susie.

Susie went to the co-op. It was near her ( [3]). The co

op was full of people. They were ( [4] ) many kinds of food

for dinner.

[ 1]

[2]

[ 3]

[4]

1. kitchen

1. would

1. house

1. eating

2. bedroom

2. shop

2. city

2. trying

3. living room

3. buy

3. family

3. cooking

4. garden

4. take

4. store

4. getting
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1. -Is there any wine in that pot?- -Not ) ._

1. none 2. many 3. much 4. some

.1'2. Stores ) of wood are easy to burn•

1. to make 2. made 3. make 4. making

3. This fruit is made ( ) orange j ui ce.

1. into 2. of 3. to 4. from

4. Helen is quite satisfied her new hat.

1. with 2. for 3. at 4. on

5. How much did you pay ( ) the blouse?

1. to 2. for 3. of 4. in

6. I don't know ) Mary bought the lettuce.

1. how many 2. who 3. what 4. where
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1. I knowl it takes2 to g03 there4 by balloon.

A. how far B. how long C. how much D. how often

2. I lookedl for2 a nail t03 work4.

A. with B. to C. at D. in

3. The chdLdrenj got2 excited3 theY4 saw the flamingos.

A. when B. what C. why D. how

4. Tom likes Japanesel stamps, and2 he3 found4 at the school.

A. it B. any C. no D. some
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Nancy's family ( [1 ) in the mountains near a small town

in Ohio. Her father is a piano teacher, and works in a nearby

town. His wife ( [2] ) women bow to ski. She tells Nancy women

eat too ( [3] ) por k and easily get fat.

Yesterday was Nancy's brother's birthday. She went downtown

to buy a present for him. He likes toy planes, but she bought

him scissors, and bloomers for ( [4] ).

[ 1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

1. living

1. learns

1. few

1. herself

2. lives

2. sells

2. little

2. oneself

3. room

3. remembers

3. much

3. his

4. are

4. teaches

4. many

4. she
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2. drink cola 3. meMother said that (1. wanted
5. she).

1.

* Mother said that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
4. to

2. Do you (1. to 2. care
of cats?

3. know 4. how 5. take)

* Do you ) ( ) of cats?

3. You (1. better 2. the clarinet
5. can) my sister.

3. than 4. pl ay

* You ( ( ) ( ) ( ( ) rrrj sister.

2. made 3. himself4. . Mr. Smith bought (1. Japan
4. a TV 5. in).

* Mr. Smith bought ( ) ( ) ( ) ) ( ) .

5. Tom came to (1. show
piccolo.

2. his 3. my house 4. me 5. to)

* Tom came to ( ( ( piccolo.

I've never (1. delicious
5. eaten).

6.

* live never (

2. as

(

3. as this

) .

4. curry
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1. Won't you have some more whiskey?

1. How do you know?
2. I wish I had.
3. Yes, I've had.
4. Yesf please.

2. Have you ever been on an airplane?

1. No. Do you?
2. No, it is very pleasant.
3. Yes, but only once.
4. I'll go to Hawaii next summer.

3. Can you tell me where the baseball stadium is?

1. I can know where it is.
2. I am not a high school student.
3. I will be happy to help you.
4. I am helping you know.

4. Does Reiko play the piano every evening?

1. Yes, I think so.
2. I hope she can.
3. She plays every day.
4. No, she will not.
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1. What a good baker Susan is!

How ) Susan bakes!

1. wonderful 2. good 3. well 4. is

2. Turn to the left and you will see the public· bath.

If you turn to the left, you will (
bath.

) the pubLa c

1. find 2. meet 3. learn 4. know

3. Joe decided to join an exercise club.

Joe made up his ( ) to join an exercise club.

1. heart 2. mind 3. head 4. plan

4. Is the piano teacher you talked about the other day a
young woman?

Is the piano teacher you spoke (
young woman?

) the other day a

1. in 2. over 3. again 4. of
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What has become (1.

1. to 2. for

your dog?

3. of 4. with

2. Take care ( ) my penguin till tomorrow morning.

1. about 2. with 3. for 4. of

3. One ( ) watches a long football game gets tired.

1. whom 2. who 3. which 4. what

4. "Have you ever seen a panda?" ·Yes, ) times."

1. many 2. much 3. any 4. little

s. 001 like ping-pong." "So ( ) I."

1. do 2. can 3. like 4. am

6. .. ( ) do you like this pencil case?" "I think it's nice."

1. Which 2. What 3. How 4. Whose
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1. My mother iSl much2 than3 she was4 yesterday.

A. w~ll B. good C. better D. best

2. Tom livedl in the house2 a church3 and4 a school.

A. about B. between C. but D. for

3. Do youl understand2 I've just3 told4 you?

A. who B. which C. that D. what

4. EverybodYl knows2 the3 smile4 of Mr. Green.

A. friendly B. friend D. happiness C. always

5. I gotl uP2 this3 morning4 six.

A. in B. become C. early D. at

A. until B. for C. about D. around
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1. What do the Japanese eat for supper?

1. Almost the Japanese eat rice for supper.
2. The Japanese almost eat rice for supper.
3. Most the Japanese eat rice for supper.
4. Most Japanese eat rice for supper.

2. Why don't you do the work?

1. I don't know that I must do.
2. I don't know how to do.
3. I don't know what to do.
4. I don't know that I do.

3. Why didn't mother come with you?

1. She was busy for prepare lunch.
2. She was busy prepare lunch.
3. She was bUsy to be preparing lunch.
4. She was bUsy preparing lunch.

4. What did Ted tell you?

1. Be told me, -Not to work too hard.-
2. Be told me not to work too hard.
3. Be told me don't work too hard.
4. Be told to me, -Don't work too hard.-




